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(Model/Manufacturer(Model/Manufacturer(Model/Manufacturer(Model/Manufacturer Recommendations)Recommendations)Recommendations)Recommendations)
I am curious to what IP switches are being used for IP camera deployments. How inexpensive or
sophisticated do you go? Would you choose an SMB product like Linksys or do you select more
enterprise offerings?

Obviously, like all decisions, this is based on applications. I would through out 2 scenarios to start

- 12 cameras in a small office
- 50 cameras in 4 story building

Any comments on experiences or products you use would be appreciated.
June 16, 2010

DaveDaveDaveDave NiewegNiewegNiewegNieweg •Many of our customers use TrendNet (and other low-cost) switches with POE
to simply power the IP cameras and connect the video to the DVR/NVR/VMS.

All of this is placed on a subnet behind a router that the dealer selects ( I don't know what
they use typically). I guess the thought is that placing the entire IP video network on it's own
subnet behind a router allows the use of the lowest cost POE switches just to power the
cameras and get the video back to the DVR. I do think a different architecture would require
much more robust network equipment, but this method seems to work.

I am very interested to hear others thoughts on this topic.
June 16, 2010• Like

CarlCarlCarlCarl LindgrenLindgrenLindgrenLindgren • John,

This is an excellent subject and something we have been thinking about ourselves. In an
environment like ours, where reliability is paramount, the likelihood is that we would use
Cisco switches. It is possible that we would choose a competitor but the chosen product
would have to be at least as reliable as Cisco.

Our NVR/VMS system uses a Cisco Catalyst 4507R with redundant supervisor engines,
power supplies and cooling for encoder-to-server and server-to-workstation switching. It has
served us extremely well; never once failing during 7 years of continuous operation.

Our future conversion to IP will require the same level of reliability.

I would like to see what others here would suggest as this subject is of great interest to us.
June 19, 2010• Like

TomUnfollow
TomTomTomTom SharplesSharplesSharplesSharples • For low-end soho installations we've found the Netgear 8-port POE switches
to be quite reliable. For higher-end applications or those in unattended (solar) settings we like
Veracity or Garrett. For large-scale installations HP Procurve switches are outstanding.
June 19, 2010• Like

RayUnfollow
RayRayRayRay BernardBernardBernardBernard • I'd like to see comments with more detail about network management and
switch requirements, and specific justification for recommendations.

Some switches leak across VPNs at full loads or top speeds, for example. If you say "Brand X
switch works great", say why. What does Brand X do that another brand doesn't? Why would
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you choose an unmanaged switch over a managed switch? If you reference reliability, under
what conditions and to what traffic levels has the switch been tested (field or otherwise) for
reliability? What are the criteria?

These postings will have real value if we provide not just conclusions and opinions, but how
we arrived at them.

Don't we need to educate, not just opinionate? Is it enough to say only "We used X, Y and Z
and it didn't come back to bite us" for this discussion?

I think it would be better to say, we had problem A with brand X Model 12 under these
conditions, and when we started using brand Y model 3 we didn't have. That's at least some
help even if no load specifics are provided. What is the range of requirements (however you
identify and express them) that a particular brand works well for?

Does anyone else agree with me?

I also have some comments to make about starting from the risk picture and getting to
performance and network requirements, but that's a longer post that I'll have to do separately.
June 19, 2010• Like

RayUnfollow
RayRayRayRay BernardBernardBernardBernard • ABOUTREQUIREMENTS. To guage the network requirements in actual
projects, we start with the risk scenarios that the camera system will be expected to address,
and a security concept of operations document describing how security, safety, maintenance
and management personnel want to use the cameras and video system in response to any
incidents or real-time threats. We also include physical risk to cameras (weather, vandals,
environmental contaminents - don't laugh - chemical plant air can be tough on electronics).
This inforamtion forms the basis for setting camera and system performance and physical
requirements.

DO follow me on this because this trail leads directly to the network requirements.

Each camera gets its camera effectiveness requirements identified per the concept of
operations: [Camera Location and Objective] Location, Activity, Purpose of Surveillance (such
as detect vehicle, or identify vehicle, or capture license plate image); Target Speed (vehicle
and/or pedestrian); [Operational Requirements] When Monitored and/or Recorded, Who
Reviews, Where Reviewed, Response to Issues Found (live and/or recorded); [System
Requirements] Display Size, Recording specs (retention, frame rate, resolution, time stamp),
Network Time Source, and other system requirements; [Lighting Conditions] Existing light
sources and levels for Day, Night, Transitions; [Additional Lighting] White LED or Infrared, for
example.

We then examine this info to determine the worst-case (i.e. maximum) data rates for the
cameras. For example, low light conditions for megapixel cameras increase noise and reduce
compression. Waving branches, rain, etc. all affect image motion. The system (including
network) needs to handle the worst case traffic levels.

NOW - with this data to hand - we put together a network design that accounts for where data
starts and where it will go, including worst case viewing requirements, such as a construction
or parking traffic accident in which 8 people are logged in from various network locations,
searching recorded video and viewing live video. We use scenario based analysis for realistic
development of incident-based viewing requirements.
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Once the network data paths and traffic levels are identified, we can determine what kind of
traffic management the network needs to perform.

At one end of the spectrum, this could be a simple case in which all cameras are indoors with
good lighting, 1.3 megapixel fixed cameras, recording at 9 fps, no live monitoring, recording
for review by a single person only.

At the other end of the spectrum would be a case where some cameras need to capture
license plates on moving cars going in and out of parking; delivery vehicles load and unload in
a below-ground dock in poor lighting conditions; some are PTZ cameras; video analytics are
in use, a mix of 2 and 5 megapixel cameras, some panoramic cameras, multiple operations
periodically monitoring mutiple camreas live from any point on the network; wireless
networking involved for operators viewing video; recording for 2 years due to regulatory
requirements and a history of false slip-and-fall claims; with all ourdoor cameras subject to
weekly vandal attacks (unless visibly well protected); in a heavy lightning and thunderstorm
area; with IP intercoms and access control going on the same network infrastructure.

These are two scenarios for a basis for network performance and traffic management
requirements. I'm out of space for a posting. Who wants to spec network segments, VLAN
requirements, QOS, etc?Anyone?

Make up the rest of the picture as you need to.
June 19, 2010• Like

StephenUnfollow
StephenStephenStephenStephen GreinGreinGreinGrein • This also has to have some consideration on the "use-basis" of the system.
How many users? Is redundancy/failover being used? Does the VMS support multicasting if
needed? How many LAN/MAN/WAN segments are in play? As a rule of thumb, if you could
ever have one in this conversation, is that in the usual deployment of a single server solution
using "minimal" users and let's say <45 cameras (because the average "big" switch is 48
ports) almost any switch will work so long as the switching back plane can handle the
throughput load. Here's where the Netgear, Linksys, 3COM and others play "good enough"
and have a good price point. However, when you have multiple LAN/MAN/WAN segments,
multiple servers, Multicast support, High bit-rate per device (like Megapixel cameras) and
especially larger numbers of devices, that's when a enterprise level solution for switches is
needed. HP Procurve, and Cisco Catalyst as well as a number of others work very well in
these scenarios, and even though the price point is a big higher per port, the integrator, if
following installation instructions, will actually save money in installation cost.

There are however, a whole slew of other devices that support specific environment
requirements. For instance, I have had great luck with Allied Telesys devices when deploying
in rural environments or where lots of "old" copper and fiber are being used, especially
outside (transportation, municipal, DOT, etc.)

I think what gets most turned on their ears are the same things that get us turned around with
security products: It says "x" on the product page, so it will meet my needs........ not knowing
that there are many facets to the "x" in question. I refer to my backplane suggestion on a
recent install where an integrator and end user figured a "good enough" switch they were
using would be adequate. Troubles ensued and when we pressed the manufacturer of the
switch for the throughput of the backplane, it was recommended that a specific amount of
CONTINUOUS bandwidth not be exceeded, which the parameters of the installation required
that it was. Lowering the bit-rate per device solved the issues in the network, and replacing
the device with a more appropriate device allowed the customer to reach his stated
parameters with no ill effects.
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So to answer John's question:
I can't with any level more than "gut feel" without additional information. and I think that from
seeing the other responses here, we all feel the same. Do we have favored products, sure -
we are human - but we can't stake our lives on a specific product without more information.

To follow that statement, specifically to Carl: if you are looking at anything besides Cisco, HP,
Foundry, Juniper or some other "big iron", please tread carefully, knowing the use case and
throughput needs of a casino environment.
June 19, 2010• Like

Follow Cdr Jacob
CdrCdrCdrCdr JacobJacobJacobJacob KoottummelKoottummelKoottummelKoottummel • In IP video surveillance project, the selection of Active Network
devices is often left to the IT personnel and would be least of interest to a security
designer/implementer. Primarily, from Telecom background, I understand the importance of
Network elements in the overall perspective of IP Surveillance engineering. Let me discuss
some of the essential considerations:-

• For cost cutting measures, I often find the implementers taking shortcuts by supplying Media
Convertors, POE injectors and even hubs (unmanaged network switches)!!! Mind you, the
surveillance networks suffer from lower MTBF just because of these choke points with
devices having higher rate of failures.
• In small surveillance (SOHO) requirements, if the system works on a standalone network, a
Layer-3 switch may not be required as there is very little chances of Inter-VLAN routing.
• However, if it gets connected to a data network or to Internet, one routing-switch need to be
considered. Other active devices could be simple Layer-2.
• Most Fixed cams can operate in POE standard (IEEE 802.3af Class 3). However, PTZ cams
requires more than 20 W power. If PTZ forms part of the network, then consider hPOE (IEEE
802.3at Class 5) ports.
• The number of devices and ports are dictated by the UTP cabling distances and number of
cams etc
• To avoid tampering and enhance security, I always prefer network devices with support to
IEEE 802.1x ((MAC & Port) basedAuthentication). (However, all IP cams do not offer support
to IEEE 802.1x protocol).
• Most of the Switches day is capable of supportingAccess controls like white and blacklisting
of IP addresses (for both allowing and blocking IP addresses).
• The network device, irrespective of the make and OEM must provide support to certain key
Video Surveillance specific network protocols like, HTTPS/SSL, VLAN, SNMP, RTP/RTSP,
Multicast, QoS, POE, TCP/IP, SMTP, FTP, VPN, DHCP and DNS. Consider SIP, if the client
has a SIP supported PBX for two-way voice integration.
• Last but least, the Backplane and the Throughput of the switch. If the network is to handle
multiple Megapixel cams that too with high fps, then both Backplane and the Throughput are
very crucial component. As a thumb rule, “Minimum Switching Fabric for Required 12 ports =
4.4 GBps with Minimum Packet Throughput = 3.3 Mpps”
June 20, 2010• Like

Follow Gert
GertGertGertGert MolkensMolkensMolkensMolkens • In the small setup with 12 camera's it won't be to much of a problem however
personally i would aalways prefer to have at least some kind of management even if it were
only to be used to remotely power down and up a camera by disabling/ enabling its PoE
switch port.
For larger implementations, entreprise class stuff would be my prefered choice because of the
issuedmentiones above in several posts: multicasting, 802.1x, port trunking, choice of fiber
interfaces, etc etc
There are some manufacturers of mainly industrial ethernet products that have their own
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propretary solutions that might be used for cost effective yet redundant network designs such
as LANTech's proring protocol for instance. Keep in mind however that these industrial
networks most of the time do not carry the same amount of data as IP video networks. On the
other hand, latency and redundancy is much more an issue in the industrial envirronment than
it is for IP video.
Same question could be asked for COTS server hardware, NAS storage and hard disks..
June 20, 2010• Like

BobUnfollow
BobBobBobBob EhlersEhlersEhlersEhlers • The main thing we always look at is the forwarding capacity of the backplane of
the switch and specifically the processor.

I was at a training event last month and one of the presenters said that he recommended
using "any low cost layer 2 gig Ethernet switch". When I said that was a formula for disaster, I
got a bunch of blank stares from the audience.

You need to consider capabilities such as VLAN tagging, QoS management, packet
forwarding rates, trunking, port aggregation, and the like in order to build a good video
network.

Personally I have always liked Zyxel who makes a Cisco clone that generally has all the same
features, and dare I say reliability, at half the cost.

Of course, if you can afford a Cisco, Extreme, or Juniper switch, have at it.

Take a look at the Zyxel ES-4024. Not PoE, but very capable.
June 20, 2010• Like

Follow Rusty
RustyRustyRustyRusty CrockerCrockerCrockerCrocker • A lot of good information above. As an applications engineer, I recommend
that the end user select the best switch that he can afford that meets certain requirements.
The most common issues that I run across are poor multicast support and poor POE support.

DVTel and other VMS manufacturers support multicasting (as an option) to reduce network
traffic and server load, espically on larger systems. While most intelligent switches support
IGMP, the lower cost units usually have a limit on the number of multicast groups that can be
created, commonly 64. When this number is reached, the network floods. You should always
check the specifications of the switch to verify that the quantity of multicast groups that it can
support will be compatible with your design.

Recently, I have been plagued by users that purchased POE switches that cannot support the
full load for every port. Most IP cameras are either Class 3 (>6.49 watts) or do not posses the
proper circuitry to correctly register itself to the PSE, so they appear as Class 3. If you take
the time to read the switch specifications, many lower cost POE switches will state something
like "supports 24 Class 2 devices or 12 Class 3 devices". When the end user places, say, 16 -
20 cameras on this 24 port switch, the result is that random cameras drop off and come back
online, while some may never come online. The result is a call to tech support that states the
cameras are crappy or the VMS is crappy, when actually, it is the switch that is crappy. Again,
read the specs and choose a switch that fits your needs.

Our system has been tested and certified with Cisco, HP Procurve and Planet switches, and
we recommend that our customers use these whenever possible. I can tell you from firsthand
experience, that some of the names mentioned in the above responses are known to have
issues with multicast, no names mentioned.
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On a small 12 camera system, it may not make a difference. I use a Netgear 8-port POE
switch on my test bench with up to 5 cameras, a Vertx Edge reader and a Mercury EP-2500
controller with no issues whatsoever. However for a large system, it can and will make a
difference if the switches are not chosen carefully.
June 21, 2010• Like

PaulUnfollow
PaulPaulPaulPaul GrefenstetteGrefenstetteGrefenstetteGrefenstette •We have usedAdtran's poe 24 port switch model 1234 for a number of
megapixel installations where cisco would have pushed us over budget and have been very
happy with its performance. Where we have seen problems is where a client started with just
one dedicated viewing station and moved to 5 and the adtran switch(s) couldn't handle the
load (moved them over to Foundry Networks/Brocade-higher switching fabric) -- this was with
60 mobotix megapixel cameras ... we continue to search for the best switch to use in these
applications, great topic
June 21, 2010• Like

JohnJohnJohnJohn HonovichHonovichHonovichHonovich • Great comments, everyone.

I second the comments on PoE max capacity issue. A lot of SMB switches can support X
number of devices but only at 1/2x the maximum PoE load. For example, from a Linksys cut
sheet, "8 10/100 PoE Ports -- 4 ports at 15.4W or up to 8 ports at 7.5W"

Does anyone know of trusted tests for switching fabric/switch backplanes?As a number of
you mentioned, this is a key issue, especially for higher camera count / higher resolution
systems.

I know there are some in the IT side though they seem to be funded by the vendors
themselves so I am not sure how realistic the test results are.
June 21, 2010

Follow Bryan
BryanBryanBryanBryan NeffNeffNeffNeff • Pelco has a large investment in L2/L3 switch testing - which assists our
integrators, installers, and ultimately helps delivers the best experience to our end-users. We
have learned a tremendous amount about IP networking over the past decade, specifically
the impacts on video quality and scalability (multicast). While Pelco doesn't recommend a
specific brand, our tests primarily focus on IGMP implementation and PIM-SM, PIM-DM.

IGMP controls multicast group registration, and some implementations choose to flood
multicast when there are no active entries in the IGMP tables. The preferred behavior is to
prune these entries. Even on a 12 camera system, if utilizing a 5 Mbps stream per camera,
that will be over 60 Mbps delivered per port.

We also work with switch manufacturers to gather how manymulticast flows they support with
PIM-SM or PIM-DM. Endura 1.X required a separate VLAN/Subnet per NVR, so this was an
important number for us. Endura 2.X however, has removed the need for a separate
VLAN/Subnet per recorder; technically you could run Endura 2.X on a flat network, so PIM-
SM and PIM-DM isn't even needed. If L3 multicast routing is requried, then these numbers are
important, specifically if doing multicast recording or there are a large number of viewers /
viewing devices on the system that utilize multicast. Since the system can only scale ( in
regards to multicast) to the maximum amount of flows allowed by a single switch, this is an
important consideration. I have seen switches that cost $4,000 US support 1024 flows, and
another switch that supports the same 1024, but costs $10,000 US.

I've skimmed over other important factors such as cabling requirements, SFP support, etc,
but I feel like those were covered by the prior responders.
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Shoot me a reply if you disagree or have any questions, or just want to talk about PIM or
IGMP.
June 21, 2010• Like

Follow Ray
RayRayRayRay SooleySooleySooleySooley • Please take a look at our Commander Product offering. It is a suite of appliances
that in addition to the switch functions under discussion offer supervision of: Bandwidth flow,
Internal environmental and power monitoring, External environmental and power monitoring
through intelligent probes settable for warning and alarm values. Additionally, these units have
programmable contact closure I/Os, and separate tunneling channels for RS 232 & RS485
devices. All contacts, ports, data channels and environmental functions can be titled and the
system can be programmed to log all conditions and events and report them on a regular
basis via e-mails if desired. E-mails can also be sent on alarms. These products will also
communicate to our other IP security products such as Net I/O. Relative to the switch
functions and configuration, the units have 8 fast Ethernet ports that can be PoE at/af and 2
gigabit ports that can be either fiber or copper. The concept behind this products is build a
separate security network and supervise its health and performance. If you are interested, the
Commander units can be viewed at www.americanfibertek.com by clicking on the V’nes
button.
June 21, 2010• Like

JohnJohnJohnJohn HonovichHonovichHonovichHonovich • Ray, how does your pricing compare to the switches recommended by others?
Since you have taken the liberty of endorsing your own product, I would appreciate you being
specific.
June 21, 2010

BobUnfollow
BobBobBobBob EhlersEhlersEhlersEhlers • John, you might want to ask Telcordia about tests that they may have. At Intel, we
would submit our CompactPCI andAdvancedTCA chassis, that had integrated Ethernet
backplanes to them for testing. Since their tests are used by Bell companies for NEBs
certification, they had to be totally independent and accurate.

Another source might be Ixia or Spirent who both make test suites for switches. They may
have or be able to direct you to folks that have unbiased test results.

We use Net Chariot for all of our throughput testing for end to end. It will simulate Multicast,
RTP, Unicast, HTTP, or whatever other protocols, packet sizes, bandwidth, etc. If you don't
already have a tool like this, you should get it. You could then run your own tests if you like
using these tools.

FYI, our wireless routers support IGMP, PIM, MPLS, VPLS, VLAN tagging, etc and have
integrated switch ports (up to 3). So you can extend a multicast or otherwise well optimized
video network off wires using our gear.

Probably time for us to submit some gear for you to test with.
June 21, 2010• Like

RayUnfollow
RayRayRayRay BernardBernardBernardBernard •@ Ray Sooley, when you say, "The concept behind this products is build a
separate security network and supervise its health and performance" -- do you have
customers who also provide Pilot's log information to the IT department's SEIM application so
that security can leverate network monitoring resources in the IT department? I didn't see any
mention of that on your website, but that doesn't mean it's not happening or that it is not
doable.
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June 21, 2010• Like

MarkUnfollow
MarkMarkMarkMark KolarKolarKolarKolar • As a former CCIE and solutions engineer at Cisco with 10+ years of networked
VS experience, this is a long needed and very important topic.

Most network product conversations have evolved to the point where the conversation starts
with the location / application of the product (mobile, branch, campus, or service provider) and
then its features. Then from there, features and functionality start to become a bit easier to
qualify. Also realize, Campus networking best practices specifically call for different
price/perf/features if they are to be deployed at the access, distribution, or core of the campus
network. So the performance and price/port of a distribution or core switch will be higher than
the average access layer switch (deployed in most user closets).

Most networked PhySec applications I've seen all need a moderate to highly stable and
reliable network to run across. Thus, SNMP features for sensing link down, high temp, and
other concerning conditions tend to be mandatory... as do port security and possibly IGMP
snooping. Spreading the cameras out across multiple switches can reduce the exposure to
failures and upgrades if the production enterprise network is used (along with VLANs). If 2
cameras are watching the parking lot, they would be best served to be connected to different
switches.

PoE is definitely important, and as John points out, one needs to look at the PoE ratings of the
switch's per/port power ratings based on the devices you will load it with on a case by case
basis.

As for performance, most 5 year old enterprise switches have been built for many years with
enough capacity to forward all ports bi-directional at full wire rates (simultaneously across all
ports). The key performance issue in a high density buildings is often how to configure and
cross connect switches using multiple VLANs and/or L3 routing so multiple inter-switch links
are actively used and not overloaded during a link or core switch failure / upgrade. Thus, using
a low-end switch with limited management and features could indeed spell trouble if you're
hanging all of your cameras, readers, and video recorders off it to avoid using the enterprise
network.

In mobile and remote applications, using managed hardened switches with SNMP alerts can
help you know if a camera just got disconnected and to be aware of a fan or heater failure due
to high or low temp threshold alerts.

In summary, your network product selections could end up being an asset or detriment to you
if you're not acutely aware of a lot of these issues. If you're not, I recommend taking a few
courses and befriending a few networking people so you can appreciate all the ramifications
of these features and decisions. Just because you put in a dedicated network does not at all
mean that you made the network more secure, more reliable, less prone to failure, easier to
manage, or easier to deploy.... it often means you now get to be an IT networking expert
instead of leveraging one.

Hope that's helpful - Mark
June 21, 2010• Like

Follow Ray
RayRayRayRay SooleySooleySooleySooley • Hi John:
Sorry, I hope I didn’t overstep (I am a salesman and I do get carried away). Commander is
purpose built to carry IP Video and security data using Ethernet technology. It can easily be
deployed in place of a simple switch in the two examples you mentioned and give the added
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features I mentioned. The List Price for the standard unit is $1680.00. The PoE version List
Price is $2995.00.
June 21, 2010• Like

BrianUnfollow
BrianBrianBrianBrian KarasKarasKarasKaras • Ray - What is the Commander switch doing that makes it "purpose built" to carry
IP video and security data?

It appears to be available only in an 8-Port model (10 ports if you count the two uplink ports),
I'm not sure what you'd need to do special in a modern switch to tailor it to IP video/security
data.
June 21, 2010• Like

JohnJohnJohnJohn HonovichHonovichHonovichHonovich • I notice some people recommending less than $300 switches and others
recommending switches over $3,000. Both support PoE, both are managed.

What are the key drivers for those selecting the higher priced switches?Ability to handle
load/backplane?Redundancy?More robust multicasting support?

In what scenarios would those choosing the higher priced switches be ok with using the lower
priced ones?
June 21, 2010

Follow Bryan
BryanBryanBryanBryan NeffNeffNeffNeff • It's difficult to generalize the use of a low cost switch vs. a high cost switch as
there are many factors that influence this decision. Installations with extreme environmentals
will require a more expensive hardened switch. Smaller installations can probably use a L2-
only switch, saving money over the L3 equivalent. If multicast routing is a requirement, they
will often need to purchase additional licenses for their hardware to support the "advanced"
feature set. If a cable run exceeds the length of CAT5/6, they will need to purchase a switch
that supports fiber termination, etc.. Integration into the existing infrastructure often implies the
use of the existing networking vendor, which could increase cost.

Then there are support considerations. What is the warranty for a particular piece of
equipment? Do they offer SLA's?How easy is it to configure?
June 22, 2010• Like

CarlUnfollow
CarlCarlCarlCarl LindgrenLindgrenLindgrenLindgren • "How easy is it to configure?" Gotta love Cisco's IOS CLI.
June 22, 2010• Like

Follow Abdelhamid
AbdelhamidAbdelhamidAbdelhamidAbdelhamid MetwallyMetwallyMetwallyMetwally •We usAvaya data products (which were bought over from Nortel), and
they generally work fine and they provide excellent resiliency and redundancy features for
larger networks through the SMLT features, allowing sub-second failover between core
switches carrying voice and video traffic, as well as multi-cast features. One thing to
remember though is take into account how much power will be drawn over the wiring closet to
supply PoE to IP cameras and other products like IP phones, etc. as you may need to
increase the power supply for the switches and cabinets.
June 22, 2010• Like

Follow Cdr Jacob
CdrCdrCdrCdr JacobJacobJacobJacob KoottummelKoottummelKoottummelKoottummel • Hi Carl, if you found Cisco is easy to configure, then you must have a
look at Extreme and/or Juniper!!
June 22, 2010• Like

Follow Barry
BarryBarryBarryBarry ShawShawShawShaw • I've found that by breaking out the PoE requirement into a separate Midspan unit,
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eg PowerDSine PD-3512/24, it gives me greater freedom of choice when it comes to finding
the right switch for the job. Often it seems that the 'ideal' switch in terms of specs and price
would not be available with PoE. Other benefits of this approach have been increased cable
runs (by putting the Midspan closer to the camera groups) and the ability to scale the PoE into
smaller units, especially now PTZ-IP cameras are emerging with HiPoE requirements - we
can build the PoE side as needed separate from the 24- or 48- port L3 switches.
June 22, 2010• Like

HamidUnfollow
HamidHamidHamidHamid MarshallMarshallMarshallMarshall • I see lot of comments about multicast and IGMP support issue. Is there a
NVR software out there that truly support multicast streams with the proper IGMP grouping
similar to IPTV, that really works?
If yes, then need to make sure the switch does support the IGMP v3 and does a complete
snoop on the multi-group configuration. Also, in this case, if you are running the data and/or
VOIP traffic on the same switch then need to make sure the DSCP tags are correctly
provisioned in the switch for proper classification of the traffic.
June 22, 2010• Like

Follow Yoni
YoniYoniYoniYoni FrickerFrickerFrickerFricker • I am an installer and it usually goes based on what the IT department has
already set up. I have run across Cisco gigabyte switches the most and seem to be pretty
stable. I had to use it for a 19 IP mega pixel camera set up with 8 analog cameras in the less
important locations. It did take along time to configure but once it was set up the video ran
smooth.

If there are better switches that are cost effictive I am open to suggestions.
June 22, 2010• Like

CarlUnfollow
CarlCarlCarlCarl LindgrenLindgrenLindgrenLindgren • Hamid,

The NICE/FAST (aka Honeywell Enterprise) NVR supports IGMP & Multicast.

Samples cut from our running config:

ip subnet-zero
ip igmp snooping vlan 203 immediate-leave
ip igmp snooping vlan 202 immediate-leave
ip igmp snooping vlan 201 immediate-leave
ip igmp snooping vlan 200 immediate-leave

!
ip multicast-routing
no file verify auto
spanning-tree mode pvst
spanning-tree extend system-id
power redundancy-mode redundant
!

!
interface GigabitEthernet3/28
switchport access vlan 300
switchport mode access
spanning-tree portfast
!
June 22, 2010• Like
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BobUnfollow
BobBobBobBob BelilesBelilesBelilesBeliles • Its great to see many people rattling off a good number of "required" protocols /
acronyms. But, real world use case needs to be considered. Ray Bernard's comments hit on
this to some degree: How important is the data you are trying to send?What is the cost of a
missed incident, etc?With that in mind you can start to scope out the class of product and
features required.

As far as reliability and security of the network, regardless of whether its a shared network or a
dedicated security network, it can be made as reliable and secure as you want it to be for a
price. Consider a stock or commodity firm's network used on the trading floor - they are pretty
bullet proof given the cost of the data, particularly with SEC fines of a couple of million $ for a
1-3second outage during the trading day.

As much as most folks want to put a value on their security system data, I promise you that a
hacker who can breach a bank's network, is likely not going to compromise the building's
security when they can go for the much larger payoff: account numbers and initiating
electronic transactions. (My apologies to Mission Impossible, James Bond and Ocean Eleven
fans as well as those practitioners who do legitimately require bullet proof systems.)

For those who don't fall into the exception category, I'd probably go for working with the IT
guys on the expansion of the current network such that it can support either the 12 cameras
or the 50 camera scenarios. If you still decide on a separate network, see if the IT guys can
support it, particularly if you use the same common products they use for the production
network. That way you don't have to pay for your own group of CCIEs and trigger a political
and redundant cost nightmare argument.

BTW, a physec vendor telling the IT guy what to use is a good way to lose any credibility you
might have built with them in most cases. Would you accept the IT person's recommendation
on anAccess Control or video system?

The IT folks will then deal with the basics of bandwidth (with Ethernet frame size and IP
packet overhead including minimum or maximum sizes ) along with switch fabric throughput,
PoE requirements (making sure the power source is battery backed up).

Now lets talk configured features - including the many features that aren't widely used by
customers. Multicast is right up there. So you need to get the IT person to agree to turn the
feature on and know how to build a network topology that will work with it. If you are going
over a WAN, multicast will require some work to convert it to unicast and then send it over the
WAN and replicate it on the other side of the WAN. QoS and various security features are
close behind in terms of not being used by many IT groups, so you may need to get the IT
folks to understand the pros and cons as that too will / can impact what you do. Don't pay for
features you don't use.

As far as vendors, unless you are in an extreme environment (not an issue in John's
scenarios), stick with a real business / enterprise class product set. Consider that there are
good reasons why IT folks, even in an SMB, don't use lesser brands or consumer grade
products. The IT folks will likely have HP, Cisco, Juniper, Extreme,Alcatel - Lucent. All are
good choices, while some of these vendors make their own chips, many of these vendors will
leverage the latest and greatest from Broadcom or Marvell and they will have all the
capabilities to support your video. I am not aware of any physec vendors or their products that
are stepping into any exotic network protocols. So the differences from one to another vendor
will come down to their own web interface or command line syntax (all are pretty similar to the
trained IT or physec person, respectively).
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June 22, 2010• Like

Follow Ray
RayRayRayRay SooleySooleySooleySooley • Hello: I’m travelling this week and a little behind in my replies. I have two open
questions: 1 - Relative to Ray’s question about SEIM, I’m told by engineering it is “doable”
although we have not had specific requests. This polling/logging feature was created primarily
with the security department in mind. We do log a number of items, for instance the unit as
well as the environmental probes can be programmed for voltage, wattage, frequency,
temperature, humidity and airflow alarm and warning levels. It can also be programmed to poll
these sensors, log the info and e-mail this information at preset intervals. Of course
environmental and security warnings, alarms and auxiliaries are e-mailed immediately and can
be sent to different individuals depending on their responsibilities. Incidentally, there are
different access levels depending upon responsibility. MasterAdmin, SecurityAdmin with IT
View and IT Admin with Security View are a few. There is also a “snapshot” page that gives an
overview of all the functions of the switch portion of the unit. 2 – Brian’s question was what is
the product doing that makes it “purpose built” to carry IP video and security data. The
concept behind the 8 x 2 switch configuration was this is an edge device. Eight cameras PoE
or non- Poe would be occupy the 10/100 ports and the gigabit ports would link units together
(either on fiber or copper) creating the security network. The individual ports can be titled
warehouse, east lawn, etc… In the PoE versions, power is supervised and in all units, all
ports’ bandwidth usage is supervised by Portflow™ for programmed alarm and warning levels
set during installation. The reason for the RS232 and RS485 data channels is to transport
point of sale, access control and other data such as PTZ commands. The data and alarm and
auxiliary contact closures can all be titled as well. Although the units are built to IEEE
standards and can work with any VMS, all of the features of Commander and Net I/O come to
fruition (if that’s a word) in Pilot –
our Video/Event Management Solution.
June 22, 2010• Like

DaveUnfollow
DaveDaveDaveDave NiewegNiewegNiewegNieweg •@Bob Beliles - I like your post quite a bit as it hits home in regards to real world
applications and needs.

Without a doubt if there is IT within the clients organization, all network topology, equipment
and configuration decisions should be routed through and deferred to the IT staff.

However, an organization with it's own IT staff really only represents the mid to upper echelon
of the mainstream video security market. Fact is IP video is going mainstream and as a result
we are now seeing the traditional security video guys beginning to install one or more IP
cameras along with the legacy analog they have been providing for quite some time.

These security companies not only do not have high-level networking expertise, they are
selling to a wide variety of clients (such as small retail) that do not have any IT staff
whatsoever. In fact, a lot of these customers are franchisee's of national brands, and while
corporate may have IT for the stores back-end, they tend not to get involved or provide
resources for the franchisees video security projects.

This leaves manufacturers such as ourselves with the need to specify very very simple
network designs that will in no way impact the customers additional network infrastructure,
which as I said, may be provided by corporate. As soon as you touch it, you own it, so we
recommend you don't touch it.

Hence the reason we most often recommend completely separate networks for the video
surveillance solutions. Typically the only point at which we touch existing networks is due to
the need to allow remote video access from the internet or access via the company's internal
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LAN.

In the case of direct internet access we want complete separation internally of the video LAN
with the Company LAN. In the case where internal access via company LAN is needed we are
going to recommend leaving external access to the systems to the maintainers of Company
LAN.

Next issue is that the traditional security installer is going to look at the POE switch as a
simple replacement for the camera power supplies and the BNC's normally found on the back
of a video recorder! lol You are just not going to be able to differentiate a $100 POE switch
from a $2000 one no matter how hard you might try.

The good thing is like you said, in these types of applications no one is using more advanced
features. So really the thing we most have to concern ourselves with is that the switch can
handle the video traffic reliably and nothing else. Fortunately, this traffic will be rather
consistent and non-variable for the most part once the system is running. Since it is it's own
network we really don't expect to see a large new data streams being presented unless it is a
new camera they installed.

As I type this, I can just imagine how what I am saying sounds to guys who design, build and
maintain networks all day and I can hear the rebuttals already. But this is the day-in, day-out
reality in the mainstream "security" market and as much as everyone has predicted it's demise,
traditional security companies still own the lions share of video projects in mid to small scale
markets... especially retail.

It also happens to be a very price conscious market as well, so we need to create rock-solid
designs that work using ... you're not going to like it .. but using stuff without the Cisco brand
on it. hmmm lol The only way we can do this is to recommend dedicated networks just so we
don't kill the existing infrastructure!

This is also the reason we do provide some recommendations for the switch and the router
(used to isolate the network from the corp network) that are on the bottom-of-the-barrel end.
At least we know how to support what we recommend. If we don't specify they will grab a $29
device off the shelf at Office Depot and it makes it painful for us. If we specify Cisco, Juniper,
Alcatel we never hear from them again. ha ha

Cheers.
June 22, 2010• Like

JohnJohnJohnJohn HonovichHonovichHonovichHonovich • +1 for Barry's recommendation on using a mid-span unit as an option.

Let me further Dave's concerns about recommending expensive switches. The cost difference
here can be very substantial - with a low end switch, the cost is only $10-$20 per camera but
with the high end ones in the discussion the cost can be $300+ per camera. In a small job (say
12 cameras), this is a huge competitive issue.

Would anyone here require a $3,000+ switch for a 12 camera job at a bank, retailer or small
business? If so, why?
June 22, 2010

TomUnfollow
TomTomTomTom SharplesSharplesSharplesSharples • Don't need to go quite so far up the price scale to get excellent quality. For
example, the Procurve 2510-24 is available at around $700, and should readily handle just
about any typical 12-camera installation:
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http://www.procurve.com/products/switches/ProCurve_Switch_2510_Series/overview.htm#J9
019B
Having said that, there are many jobs where every penny counts, and, so long as the
customer understands the tradeoff, there's generally no reason not to spec a specific lower-
cost switch if you've had good results with it in the past.
June 22, 2010• Like

JohnJohnJohnJohn HonovichHonovichHonovichHonovich • Thanks for the recommendation, Tom. With the HP ProCurve, one would still
have to purchase PoE Midspan. Is that correct?

For 12-24 PoE Midspan devices, that would be another $400-$600 approximately? Is this
correct?
June 22, 2010

TomUnfollow
TomTomTomTom SharplesSharplesSharplesSharples • Sounds about right. For a high-end hardwired installation, that seems like a
trade-off worth making - we regard combo POE switches as a good idea only for small
numbers of cams (say five or fewer) because of all the issues raised out here by others. Most
of our installations won't have more than 4 or 5 IP cams per wireless node (e.g. traffic
intersection / LPR applications).
June 22, 2010• Like

EthanUnfollow
EthanEthanEthanEthan AceAceAceAce •We have used 8-port Linksys switches in NEMA enclosures with heater/blowers
for the past three years in a city deployment, and so far not a one has failed. The thinking
there was that eventually a box is going to get shot (we're not shelling out ridiculous sums for
bullet proof enclosures), so let's make the deployment as low-cost as possible without
sacrificing quality. We still use good cameras, andWAPs for backhaul, those are non-
negotiable.

We've run systems of all sizes without fail on Cisco, HP, Extreme, Dell, and others, from
prosumer all the way up to top of the enterprise class, and our experience has told us that
there's a point where gains are negligible. If a Cisco ESW works a-ok, then why not use it? I
think our guys prefer the management of the Catalysts, so we start there, but if budget is an
issue, we will go down. And if a customer wants, we'll go up, but see no real need to do so.

To answer your question up there, John, we just finished a Genetec implementation for a bank,
16 cameras, 6 readers, all PoE, and it's running on $1000 24-port Dell PowerConnect
switches. So, no, I wouldn't recommend a $3000+ switch unless I wanted to be unemployed.

Good comments about midspans in here, too. I've been kicking around the idea of using those,
or an active patch panel like Panduit's. If the Panduit gear supported hi-PoE, I'd be all over it.
June 23, 2010• Like

Follow Rusty
RustyRustyRustyRusty CrockerCrockerCrockerCrocker • HP Procurve also produces the 2610 series, which we recommend over the
2510 series due to more advanced features and L2/L3 capabilities. The switch (HP-2610-24)
can be found for under $600 on the internet. The HP-2610-24PWRwith 24 ports of full Class 3
(15.4W) POE can be found for around $800. Hardly worth using a separate midspan in my
opinion.
June 23, 2010• Like

BobUnfollow
BobBobBobBob BelilesBelilesBelilesBeliles • Re The practicality of recommending a name brand switch for an SMB, lets first
agree that a bank will have an IT staff and one would hope that the value of the video data
would merit a name brand business class switch. Lets also agree that you can buy an extra 12
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switch ports for significantly less than $3000 - lets try ~$500http://www.nextag.com/hp-
procurve-1800/stores-html (note this is not POE, but if we are looking at cost, does POE
always make sense regarding the cost of the data, etc.?)

For Joe's pizza parlor or even a franchise, it is a fair point that they may not have staff IT. They
probably do have someone for IT stuff that they call when they need something, so I would
suggest it might make sense to work with them.

If we are concerned with cost, then why would buying a redundant set of network gear, pulling
redundant cables, redundant UPS (1 for the video system and 1 for the separate business
network) , and having a redundant connection to the Internet and its monthly recurring cost,
make sense?

BTW, how much are we budgeting for cameras at a small business establishment?And how
about the VMS?

It seems some of the arguments or justifications are shrouded in cost, etc. when it really
comes down to control. The reality is that you are going to configure this system and will likely
not want to ever come back, unless you can charge the customer for your truck roll. If you use
the right gear, configure it right you won't have to because it will last. You might just find that
buying that business class network gear that can support all their needs, will in the long run,
be the right thing for your mass market (small) SMB customer.
June 23, 2010• Like

@Bob - Not saying it's right, just saying that's the way it is. A security installer taking down the
back-end / POS system for a day or so tends to be problematic and costly as well. I stand by
my recommendation that sites with no IT support should run the video system on a separate
switch.
June 23, 2010• Like

DaveUnfollow
DaveDaveDaveDave NiewegNiewegNiewegNieweg • By the way, POE is important because the cameras must be powered. The cost
has to go somewhere so it is either in the switch, a mid-span device or individual POE
injectors. All are costly when compared to an analog camera power supply. Therefore an
installer is going to look at the cost of a nice switch + mid-span versus the lowest available
cost of a switch with built-in POE. Low cost POE switches seem to be winning.

So the question is, can we make them work reliably for the application?Are there reasonably
priced options (with POE) available that meet the level of sophistication and design
requirements of the application?What exactly are the actual requirements that dictate a
successful or troubled install in the eyes of an IT expert? How about through the eyes of a
business owner?

I am just the messenger, not an end user, nor an installer, but this is what I see.
June 23, 2010• Like

CarlUnfollow
CarlCarlCarlCarl LindgrenLindgrenLindgrenLindgren • Dave - Obrigado Babelfish!

I'm not so certain POE is the necessity it's made out to be. Perhaps for new installs but when
replacing existing analog systems, usually the 12VDC or 24VAC cabling is already there, as in
our case. Wouldn't it just make sense to utilize the existing power supply infrastructure?
June 23, 2010• Like
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JohnJohnJohnJohn HonovichHonovichHonovichHonovich • Bob, I am not clear what you are recommending for a small business
application. Specifically when you say, "It seems some of the arguments or justifications are
shrouded in cost, etc. when it really comes down to control. The reality is that you are going to
configure this system and will likely not want to ever come back"

I am trying to figure out if you are recommending to significantly increase upfront costs to
decrease truck rolls?

Take a 12 camera SMB: cameras - $400 average each, $100 for VMS license (per camera),
$3,000 PC/storage - $9,000 for the 'main' product components

The difference in cost between a linksys switch (under $400 for poe/switch) and some of the
switches being recommended here is $500 - a few thousand (which would be 5% to 20% of
the total product cost).

I am also trying to understand your point about redundancy and truck rolls. How many SMBs
even use RAID storage for video surveillance?A distinct minority. How many use redundant
servers on-site?Almost none.

Most SMBs I know (and even many bigger companies) will gladly trade off future proofing and
control for a lower up front costs (especially if it can reduce total deployment cost by 10% or
more).
June 23, 2010

DaveUnfollow
DaveDaveDaveDave NiewegNiewegNiewegNieweg • Você sempre tem que ser certo? Está certo que sobre a utilização das infra-
estruturas de poder existentes. O meu erro.
June 23, 2010• Like

Follow Gert
GertGertGertGert MolkensMolkensMolkensMolkens • Carl, you're absolutely right. If your power cabling is allready in place, use it to
smoothen a possible transition to IP. Just take way the analog camera, hook up an IP one with
analog output and you're ready to go and ready to migrate to IP as well (of course, at that
point in time you'll need network cabling)
June 23, 2010• Like

Follow Gert
GertGertGertGert MolkensMolkensMolkensMolkens • By the way, here's what the S in SMB means in Belgium: 4 camera's, maybe 8
to 10. Used in magazine stores, pharmacies etc etc.
You can have a, for instance, Micronet 8 port switch of which 4 provide full PoE at around 100
$ and cheaper if you really go into Chinese stuff. If the switch goes down, the system will go
down. These kind of users don't bother about a couple of days without video, they're not
looking at it anyway.
For 8 or more, HP Procurve and the like come into play as cost effectiev solutions. Certainly
their 24 port model of which 12 PoE's.
June 23, 2010• Like

Follow Rusty
RustyRustyRustyRusty CrockerCrockerCrockerCrocker • HP Procurve 2610-24-PWR and 2610-48-PWR support full Class 3 POE on
all ports. The 2610-24/12PWR is the only switch in this series that supports only 1/2 of the
ports.

As I stated earlier, for a 12 camera system, you very seldom need any of the management
that a full function switch provides, even multicast, unless you are running JPEG2000
cameras, which take an ungodly amount of bandwidth at the higher resolutions. Even with
multicasting, a 12 camera system is likely to work fine on most switches that support IGMP in
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any form. It is usually when you get into the larger, corporate systems when these additional
requirements apply.
June 23, 2010• Like

DarrenUnfollow
DarrenDarrenDarrenDarren LoherLoherLoherLoher • There are a couple more requirements I think you have to specify to narrow
down the options in what gear is appropriate to use:

How much security is required? Is there a specific security standard that must be complied
with?

Is remote / offsite troubleshooting and management of the network required?

Rugged equipment required or not? (outdoor/temperature/variance)

Is integration with the customer's existing network required?

If little security is required and it's an indoor installation:
- 12 cam system - use an unmanaged 16 port PoE Ethernet switch

- 50 cam system, 4 floors - utilize one PoE switch per floor. At the "MDU" for the network, the
PoE switch should aggregate the other 3 via gigabit Ethernet.

If minor security is required (basic segmentation from other networks, but not authentication)
- use switch capable of VLAN's

If major security is required
-use a switch which supports 802.1X and a centralized authentication server like RADIUS or
TACACS+ for both end devices and administrative logins

-The switch will also need to support HTTPS or SSH for secure management

Then there's the whole vendor question. Frankly, there are a number of vendors that can meet
any and all of the above requirements. We've used DLink and Netgear for the smaller
unmanaged devices. We've evaluatedAllied Telesis and a newcomer, Planet.

As others have stated, it's important to know that you have a switch that can handle the Power
requirements for the cameras. If a camera registers itself as a class 3 device, the switch is
supposed to reserve 15W of power, even if the device only uses 4W. So keep this in mind for
your switch selection, especially on the low end.
June 23, 2010• Like

BobUnfollow
BobBobBobBob BelilesBelilesBelilesBeliles • John,

I am recommending / suggesting:
- business class products for business applications
- if the physec dealer is not comfortable with IT technologies, work with IT or the IT consultant
(if not on staff).
- use the existing network, upgrading it a bit, if necessary
- a switch which is only 5 to 10% of the system cost is not unreasonable
- separate (and therefore, redundant) systems add cost and reduce the value of having an IP
video system.
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My use of "redundant" is not the same thing as highly available or the need for RAID.
Redundant, as in you have bought 2 network infrastructures and all the trimmings which may
or may not require high availability features depending on the cost of the data being
communicated, but 2 systems will require additional maintenance.

If one goes separate and claims cost as the issue, it may suggest that an analog system with
DVR (network connection on the back-end) is a valid cost-effective alternative.

Re the 12 camera scenario - No one is debating that cost is an issue for a small business. I
never said it had to be a $3000 switch - that was your follow up comment. In fact several folks,
including me, pointed out that you can get a business class switch for several hundred dollars.
BTW, Linksys does offer a business class product line in addition to their consumer / home
products, hence my comment on the silicon vendors.

If you do go separate, then saying its a $9K system (without switch), is a bit misleading as we
need to include a separate network and Internet connection. If so, lets add a router, switch
and a DSL modem CPE.And then lets also include a fairly conservative $50 x 12 months for
an Internet connection. So we are really coming in a between $10 and $11K. Over a a couple
of years, that SMB is now spending more than what they would spend if they had used their
existing business network infrastructure, even if they did upgrade their switch.

Finally, people have suggested features and capabilities that don't fit the stated scenarios.
Maybe a bit more fitting for the 50 camera scenario. And they likely require use of features
that even some enterprises have avoided. Regardless, you will definitely need a business
class network. Having established that you can get a business class switch (if you go
separate) at minimal cost, if the competent dealer can configure Multicast, QoS, VLANs, and
security on a separate video system network, why can't they be successful doing the same
using the pre-existing business network?

Are physec dealers trying to avoid IT? My guess is that it really is an issue of control / comfort
level while hiding behind cost (which may not even be valid). There is value here and costs
can be minimized. Taking an enlightened approach and working with IT may get you more in
the long run.

Some SMBs will trade higher operating / ownership costs, for acquisition price. But vendors
who go that route, tend to not get follow on business if the system fails when they use
consumer grade product.

Having shippedmore than 2 million+ units to SMBs and branch offices, I'd be happy to debate
other perspectives on cost versus TCO and value selling in some other thread.
June 23, 2010• Like

DaveUnfollow
DaveDaveDaveDave NiewegNiewegNiewegNieweg • You walk into an existing closet and you see that the current 'business-class'
switch will not support the 12 cameras for the new camera system the client wants to install.
You have two choices:

1) You tell them they need add another business-class switch or to buy a bigger one that can
support the new cameras. $$$

2) You can drop a router in there, close down all ports not required by the remote client app,
and behind that a lower-cost POE switch that supports the needs of the video network. There
is NO good reason for the camera traffic to be on the main network and visa-versa. $
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It's a separate network (or even a leg of the existing network) but it is not redundant.

If we don't understand the significant reasons why one who fits the phrase "physec dealer is
not comfortable with IT technologies" is moving to IP and megapixel and suggest they stay on
analog, then we really are providing a good example why non-IT saavy PhySec dealers are
still in the game even with their disadvantage being a lack of IT prowess.

And we can keep repeating that the client has IT-capable staff or consultants at their disposal,
but it doesn't make it so.
June 23, 2010• Like

DaveUnfollow
DaveDaveDaveDave NiewegNiewegNiewegNieweg • Just so there are no misunderstandings I fully respect Mr. Belile's position and
cannot (and do not) disagree with what he say's in regards to proper system design,
equipment selection and the fact that involving skilled IT is the only right choice for secure,
functional networks with low overall TCO and reliability. I am in no way advocating low-cost
shortcuts that allow untrained personnel to improperly reduce acquisition cost which in the end
result in higher long-term costs for their clients.

I do however think there is a significant disparity in what is being advocated as 'required' and
recognizing what is happening in the industry as a whole. If we don't recognize and respond to
the real problems our industry faces, then we cannot work to provide solutions that work as
best they can in the environment provided.

As we see two complementary industries collide (the IT world and the traditional security world)
there is a tendency for each to not recognize the significance of the existing knowledge and
best practices in each others domain.

Here we see the resistance (or perhaps failure) of the traditional security world to adopt the
long-held, and hard earned best practices of IT, not simply because of ignorance or arrogance,
but because of the constraints that have long existed in the industry which do include price,
the challenge of keeping pace with with rapid advances in the industry and of course
increasing competition in a down economy. Security has always been underfunded in nearly
every organization, and security providers have become ingenious and scrappy at delivering
solutions that meet the need within the given budget and allocation of resources.

But I'd like it to also be recognized that the same could be said of the failures of the IT world to
recognize the true challenges that exist outside of bubble of traditionally well-funded
corporate technology projects, and to 'hide' behind 'experience' to avoid having to deal with
the constraints of price and lack of resources. My guess is it's a control issue. ;-)

Seriously though, IT needs to work as hard to think inside a different box as traditional PhySec
needs to be 'enlightented'. Just as often as I am sure IT has had to deal with screwed up
networks due to others inadequate designs or implementations, I can just as surely provide as
many examples of highly trained and schooled IT personnel selling a video (or other) security
project that flopped due to lack of knowledge of the real-world application of the solution or
how it actually needed to be used.
June 23, 2010• Like

JohnJohnJohnJohn HonovichHonovichHonovichHonovich • Bob, why would we "need to include a separate network and Internet
connection"?A small percentage of end users connected their DVRs to separate WAN
connections but the most common approach was plugging it into the existing network and
WAN connection (DSL,cable modem, etc.). In the same manner, most SMBs would likely plug
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in their 'ip video switches' into their soho router. I am not saying this is the ideal solution or that
it poses no risks. However, extending Dave's points, it's a reality in many SMBs to take such
steps.
June 23, 2010

Abelardo A.Unfollow
AbelardoAbelardoAbelardoAbelardo A.A.A.A. Tous-Mulkay,Tous-Mulkay,Tous-Mulkay,Tous-Mulkay, P.E.I.P.E.I.P.E.I.P.E.I. • Very good posts, heavy and deep on the tech side. On the
subject matter --networking techology for IP Video-- I can only speak for mid/large-scale
systems where I have learned (the hard way) that when engineering a solution, thou shall not
increase your worry lines by going cheap on the networking technology CAPEX. This is NOT a
system component you want to be playing games and cutting corners.

My take? Plan for $150 to $300 (or more) p/port for L3, fully featured & heavy management
software; involve customer's IT from the beginning, make them "own" the IP Video network;
extreme caution when engineering networking in a wireless environment, it's a whole new ball
game than wired; and, beware of IGMP claims by manufacturers... In today's IP Video
ecosystem, if you don't have state-of-the-art multicasting, you're asking for a lot of trouble...

30 or 40 years ago, there was an axiom among "Data Processing" managers: nobody gets
fired by buying IBM... fast forward, Cisco anyone?
June 23, 2010• Like

AntonyUnfollow
AntonyAntonyAntonyAntony LookLookLookLook • Video is a bandwidth intensive application so aside from considering just
features and protocol support a more applicable performance discriminator might be the
switch fabric or backplane. At one time cut-through versus store and forward switch types
presented a significant decision point. However, today it seems the gap between the two is
not so wide as to deserve distinction. The other categories such as non-blocking versus
blocking seem to be more relevant to bandwidth intensive applications such as video
surveillance. I recommend this link for a good discussion on the topic:
(http://www.cisco.com/en/US/prod/collateral/switches/ps9441/ps9670/white_paper_c11-
465436.html ). There are sub $100 switches claiming they are non-blocking. These are
typically low-density (e.g. 5 port to 8 port) switches. As such it is easier to achieve a non-
blocking classification. Higher port densities require more ‘horse-power’ in the switch fabric in
order to achieve a non-blocking classification.
A standard enterprise level Cisco 3560 series access layer family of switches demonstrates
this point. At the lower port densities this family of switches would be characterized as non-
blocking, but as port-density moves upwards towards the 48-port 10/100/1000 model, this
family of switches tends towards blocking characteristics. Maybe it would be better to split, say
40 cameras, between two 24-port switches than to cram them all on one 48-port switch?
In this large facility odds are that a layer 3 interface is available to provide a reliable
mechanism for IGMP queries. In strictly layer 2 deployments this may become an issue as
multicast does not behave reliably without an IGMP querying process with IGMP snooping
turned on. Some higher end layer 2 switches support IGMP snooping querying as a
‘surrogate’ to a full blown PIM-SM/DM interface. Many Cisco switches for example have this
feature in the base layer 2 image. Purchasing the layer 3 image upgrade for the switch will
allow you to configure a real-life router interface to handle the querying process but it could
cost about $1000 for this capability.
Some integrators may simply turn off IGMP snooping when faced with a lack of a querying
device or interface, thereby allowing multicast to be flooded, but it is neither advisable nor best
practice to do so. In this scenario if your cameras are all connected to the same switch and
are providing a multicast stream to either a client or VMS server elsewhere, each camera will
receive a high bandwidth video stream from all other cameras on the switch.
I would be interested in knowing who among traditional network engineers have a positive
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experience configuring GUI driven switches for more advanced features such as QoS,
multicast, VLAN etc. In my experience such switches do a poor job of actually simplifying
these tasks. One is probably not too likely to have to implement advanced networking in
smaller video deployments, but if it were required I personally would opt for a standard, well
documented and widely understood interface such as Cisco’s IOS. Only for smaller
deployments not requiring anything but simple connectivity would I entertain an unmanaged
non-blocking SMB switch. GUI-philics will understandably disagree.
June 23, 2010• Like

Follow Alan
AlanAlanAlanAlan PerrottPerrottPerrottPerrott • Having tried a variety of switches from Linksys up to Cisco Catalyst, our switch
of choice is the HP ProCurve range - typically the 2510 or similar for edge switches and the
3500 series for the core. The ProCurve series has a good range of switches, a very
comprehensive feature set, and is good value for money. In particular, it handles IGMP
multicasting better than most switches - including muchmore expensive Cisco switches - so
is particularly suited to IP video applications.
June 24, 2010• Like

Follow Gert
GertGertGertGert MolkensMolkensMolkensMolkens • There's another reason for separated networks and it has nothing to do with
technicality's. In bigger company's, security and IT are two different departements with
different responsables. Verry often they're not the best friends and hence they try to keep as
much of their respective systems under their own control. Security managers don't want to be
dependant on the IT departement since they feel like loosing control. IT guy's don't like video
over their network because they don't have it under control...
June 24, 2010• Like

CarlUnfollow
CarlCarlCarlCarl LindgrenLindgrenLindgrenLindgren • Gert, you said it. That is a common problem in Casino Surveillance. Not only is
there a lack of trust between us and IT, we don't even fall under the same general
management. IT is under casino administration while Surveillance is a Tribal Government
entity.

That brings up the conundrum where a regulatory agency is controlled, in part, by a regulated
agency.As I've said before, we can't have a department that we are watching have admin
authority over (and therefor access to) our domain. They would be able to access the streams,
disconnect or reprogram switches, etc.

This situation basically requires two separate (and separately managed) networks.

The HUGE downside to separation is that Surveillance either has to hire IT specialists (at far
more than technician pay), train in-house staff or hire contractors every time we need to add to
or change the system. Neither scenario is very appetizing.
June 24, 2010• Like

CarlUnfollow
CarlCarlCarlCarl LindgrenLindgrenLindgrenLindgren • I believe most CCTV integrators and installers are struggling with the same
issues and it works both ways. As stated before, IT people aren't trained in CCTV and CCTV
people aren't trained in IT. This causes major problems for entities in both fields.

There doesn't appear to be an easy solution for this and I believe it is a major reason why IP
CCTV hasn't grown as fast as it could. The only reasonable solution would be t make the
entire system plug and play.
June 24, 2010• Like

JohnJohnJohnJohn HonovichHonovichHonovichHonovich • The big downside of separate networks is restricted access to surveillance
video. Basically, you now have a closed circuit IP video system. I understand the need for
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some applications and have seen a number of end users do this. However, it becomesmuch
harder to watch video remotely even if it's just down the hallway.

There are ways to bridge or facilitate remote monitoring but it adds another layer of complexity.
I am curious to hear your thoughts about the importance of this constraint/downside?
June 24, 2010

Follow Rusty
RustyRustyRustyRusty CrockerCrockerCrockerCrocker • Prior to working for DVTel, I was a systems engineer for a large national
integrator, and installed over 20 large (over 100 cameras) IP based systems. Fully 90% of our
projects were high security installations in refineries, utilities and government facilities. All of
these facilities except one had fully isolated networks with no connection to the outside world,
or other networks. This was a strict requirement. Additionally, only one of these was governed
by the IT team. The remainder of the projects, the IT team didn't want to manage or maintain
these networks, mainly because they didn't understand them. In this case, it was determined
by all parties that we would use business class switches (Cisco 2960/3750) for their reliability
and warranty. In all cases except the one, our company had to install and program the network
switches for these projects. Coming from the CCTV world, this was a daunting task, but we
subcontracted a Cisco certified technician for the first project who trained us in the
programming of these devices and we learned enough to complete the remaining projects
with no further assistance. Any CCTV integrator that is going to enter this segment of the
market MUST either have an engineer with IT knowledge, or subcontract out to someone who
does.
June 24, 2010• Like

Follow Gert
GertGertGertGert MolkensMolkensMolkensMolkens • One of the biggest downsides of a completely separate system is not only that
you can't see it remotely but even so you can't service it remotely leading to much longer
repair times. Many issues are fixed in only 15 minutes bu if you first have to drive to the client
and back afterwards, that easily becomes half a day or more.
June 24, 2010• Like

Abelardo A.Unfollow
AbelardoAbelardoAbelardoAbelardo A.A.A.A. Tous-Mulkay,Tous-Mulkay,Tous-Mulkay,Tous-Mulkay, P.E.I.P.E.I.P.E.I.P.E.I. • Carl, you hit the nail in the head. The reason/problem starts
with the misnomer "IP CCTV". CCTV is NOT IP Video Surveillance. Far from it. If in the
customers eyes you start by creating a confusion of what you are actually selling, then it's
going to be very difficult to transition/evolution from a CCTV integrator (closed/propietary,
hardware-based, analog, wired information transport) to IP Video (open, software-based,
digital, hybrid information transport), not counting that you have to practically reinvent yourself.

IT people's DNA can understand bitrates, fps, VLAN's, IGMP, failovers, and distributed
processing. What they cannot understand is a "CCTV integrator" talking about homeruns,
hardware matrix, video baluns and coaxial cables. They're "alternate universes" and it will not
help their transition/evolution if the traditional CCTV players keep on using misnomers such
as "IP CCTV".

And you're absolutely right when you say there's no easy solution. Either CCTV integrators,
evolve, reinvent themselves, learn/acquire/buy IT knowledge-base, or I'm afraid they will
eventually suffer
June 24, 2010• Like

JohnJohnJohnJohn HonovichHonovichHonovichHonovich • Gert - good point about servicing restrictions.

Rusty, I agree about the need for IT skills and I believe you about systems going on fully
isolated networks. However, It severely reduces the value proposition of IP to do this (both by
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increasing cost and reducing functionality).
June 24, 2010

BobUnfollow
BobBobBobBob BelilesBelilesBelilesBeliles • Ok, so I am violating mymax of 3 comments to email or thread. But this is it for
me.

Acknowledged: people (vendors, dealers and customers) do things that are not always ideal
from every perspective, there are usually trade-offs.

If security video is never required to go outside the customer premises in the 12 and 50
camera scenarios, you do not need a WAN connection or a router. If, however, video does
need to go off-site, even infrequently or only during "slow" times, then we do get pulled into the
separate vs. shared issues.

To answer the question posed, if the objective is to keep things off the business (non-security)
network (lest we create a vulnerability for the security system or interfere with business
network traffic), but we use the same router / WAN (i.e. Internet) connection, we are not
achieving the objective.

The router that ties LANs together (if not using an L3 switch) that also serves as your
connection to the WANwill be the choke point. In fact, if one streams security video with any
frequency over that WAN connection, other (business) network traffic may suffer. If the
business happens to host their web server off the same connection, it would also mean that
their customers might have a poor experience on the business web page(s), as the security
video is consuming the vast majority of the WAN bandwidth.

So the security department / dealer will require the customer to either purchase anotherWAN
connection, router, and possibly a firewall, to truly keep it all separate, or use QoS (which
means that we or the IT person will have to mess with both business and security system
traffic, if network (WAN) congestion is or becomes an issue. A priority scheme, including the
possibility of dropping low priority traffic will need to be implemented. (So much for not
involving IT or avoiding the possibility of fouling up the business network).

From a security perspective, that common connection means a hacker could take either or
both security system and business systems down. Admittedly, if we are sharing the WAN with
the business network, we may not be able to lock down our system quite as tight as the
business applications may needmore / other logical network ports open (looser security).
Plenty of businesses can still manage this issue with no problem, but I don't want to gloss it
over.

To be fair, a separate WAN connection will still have vulnerabilities, but the hacker would have
to find the security system WAN connection as it would not be the same as the business
network connection. Of course, there is additional CAPEX and OPEX cost associated with
having to secure this 2nd and separate WAN connection.

The beauty of IP networking and sharing network resources is that every user can potentially
benefit by taking advantage of the (idle) resource when another group is not using it (or their
share of it). Thus, even if you do have to upgrade some network gear or get some additional
WAN bandwidth, it is still likely to be more cost-effective than having redundant resources that
are not being fully utilized. A customer can save money on both hardware and operational
maintenance andmonthly recurring costs by having a single network versus multiple.
June 24, 2010• Like
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CarlUnfollow
CarlCarlCarlCarl LindgrenLindgrenLindgrenLindgren • Abelardo,

Misnomer or not, a surveillance camera system that moves its signals on an IP network is far
more complex to install, manage and operate than an analog system. That complexity leads
to additional costs and headaches for all parties.
June 24, 2010• Like

JohnJohnJohnJohn HonovichHonovichHonovichHonovich • Abe, Carl, this is an important topic but let's keep general IP vs analog to a
separate discussion.
June 24, 2010

AntonyUnfollow
AntonyAntonyAntonyAntony LookLookLookLook • One approach is to establish a parallel network for video elements such as
cameras and video management systems. Then connect the 'video' network to the normal
'data' network higher up in the network hierarchy near to or in the high speed core itself. For
the most part the parallel video network will behave in an isolated fashion until remote client
access is initiated from clients on the regular network.

In larger deployments, i wouldn't recommend a 'mirror' of the data network - this would get
costly very quick. I would compensate by making longer fiber or Cat5 runs to a lesser number
of switches.

Multicast clients and cameras at remote sites over a public WAN can be facilitated via GRE
tunneling which supports multicast. You can even encrypt it by adding another layer of IPSec,
but overhead might become more of an issue.
June 24, 2010• Like

DarrenUnfollow
DarrenDarrenDarrenDarren LoherLoherLoherLoher • Parallel networks can be physically parallel or virtual, and are a good way to go
for managing and securing the Video network from the Data network. VoIP networks are
almost always built this way in medium and larger networks.

Back in the early 1990's when twisted pair cabling broke the data network into the telecom
network, and in the mid 2000's VoIP took that much further by replacing most telecom
switches with IP network devices. CCTV and IP has some similarities to the Telecom and IP
situation from 10 years ago. It will likely take 5-10 years before there is good integration
between IP surveillance devices and Corporate IT networks, both at a technology and
organizational level in many companies. There will be some places too, where integration
doesn't make sense.

But even when IP surveillance, VoIP and IT data networks are "integrated" the resulting
network installations are likely to still contain a layer of segmentation, much like VoIP and IP
Data networks do today. How segmented things are is going to be different based on the
customer's requirements.

I do have to agree with the comments regarding who has access to the Surveillance system. I
see this growing and IP networks being one of the enablers to help make it possible for many
people to access video that previously was too expensive or difficult to manage.
June 24, 2010• Like

Abelardo A.Unfollow
AbelardoAbelardoAbelardoAbelardo A.A.A.A. Tous-Mulkay,Tous-Mulkay,Tous-Mulkay,Tous-Mulkay, P.E.I.P.E.I.P.E.I.P.E.I. • John, it seems that you stroke a cord here on a fascinating
subject with your very simple and direct question. You have dozens of excellent answers and
comments (most of them very thorough and deep), that attempt to address the issues and
problems of what my experience has showedme to be the core of the core of IP Video's
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coming of age: the network. No robust, efficient, cost-effective and secure network, no IP
Video...

What I just don't understand is all the fuss with the IT guys allegedly "rejecting" IP Video.
Succinctly and ultimately, their job, as a service unit, boils down to processing, managing and
facilitating a secure corporate/institutional information flow to their “users/customers”:
accounting, customer service, manufacturing, et al, and yes, also security.

IP Video surveillance streamsARE corporate/institutional INFORMATION (granted, lots of it!),
with its own set of priorities, uses and users. What's the mystery? Now, if you try to bypass IT,
and like in the good old days of CCTV, deal only through the security guys (who are the users,
and should be ONLY the users of that information flow from now on), you are asking for
trouble.

IP Video surveillance streams are corporate/institutional information, and as such, WILL
HAVE to be transported over that same corporation/institution's network (parallel, shared,
isolated, layered, tunneled, whatever...). There's no way around it. Pretending and attempting
to have an alternate setup in the likes of a "secessionist network" run by the security people,
is an invitation for disaster.

My two cents for my esteemed colleagues, for whatever it's worth. Our company’s strategy is
to deal with this network “ownership” issue head-on, early in the game, by convincing (believe
me, not an easy job) the security unit that --from now on-- they are the USERS of that
corporate/institutional information, and that IT, a service unit, is the deliverer (equally tough).
Just like accounting, customer service andmanufacturing are the USERS of different sets of
information flows, and IT is the deliverer of them all.

Have we been successful with this approach?More wins than loses so far. I’ll even go further.
In the cases where we haven’t succeededwith that strategy and tactics, we have walked away
(hurtfully, from some terrific business!). Staying, at least in our experience, in dollar and cents
(not counting the aggravation and exposure to failure), is just not worth it.

With the ascent of IP Video, for better or for worse, whether they like it or not, security and IT
are joined at the hips...

Network engineering is the most important single issue of paramount significance today
facing the IP Video systems integrator. Master it (in-house or outsourced), and you’ll
command your destiny.
June 24, 2010• Like

CarlUnfollow
CarlCarlCarlCarl LindgrenLindgrenLindgrenLindgren • Abelardo,

Good luck convincing casinos, among others, to let the IT Department control the data
streams from cameras. Yes, Security (or in our case, Surveillance) should be the ONLY users
of the cameras' data but in many situations, they/we can't afford to let any entity outside of our
department have access to, or especially control of, those streams.

Think of the consequences. Suppose a dishonest IT employee wanted to rob our vault or
count room. It would be very simple to remotely shut off the streams from the cameras via any
computer connected to the domain with the proper passwords. Or suppose someone in IT
wants to stalk another employee. Piece of cake.

I learned long ago that the most secure network is one with no connection to the outside world.
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As an aside to that, the most secure network also has extremely limited access by only a
select few trusted employees.

That kind of data security is very do-able if both physical and network access to the domain is
severely restricted.

As an aside to this dfiscussion, but I believe extremely relevant:

The complexity of IP Video signal distribution and control is, I feel, one of its major drawbacks.
It should not be necessary to program network routing and switching for IP Video using
complex command languages requiring a high degree of training. This is, I feel, one area
where the HDcctv Alliance may have an edge.

The company who solves these problems with plug-and-play devices will likely own the field.
June 24, 2010• Like

DaveUnfollow
DaveDaveDaveDave NiewegNiewegNiewegNieweg • Even when security of the video data internally is not the primary issue as Carl
details, we often encounter internal political and operational issues as well in many
organizations.

It seems a goodmany corporate IT departments consider themselves the owners of all data
that travels over their networks as well as claiming ownership of the infrastructure itself. I
cannot tell you how many security departments in companies of all sizes (including Tier 1 )
use our systems to produce a redundant set of transactional and operational data ... just so
they can have access to it!! It makes zero sense from a cost point of view (or any other point
of view for that matter). But they do it because they cannot get access to the data. I've seen
Loss Prevention departments that have to wait weeks to get POS data for a case they are
working on and even then it is a subset of what they needed or requested.

Point is, corporate structures and how they function is not a simple mathematical model where
we can calculate ROI based on a simple set of common sense variables. Sometimes the best
ROI comes from building duplicitous solutions no matter how wasteful and ridiculous they
appear to someone on the outside looking in.

And to be honest, sometimes I think that is where some of the large IT firms trying to enter the
video market still are because they are failing to realize the real world variable with the highest
weight in the equation.

The human one.
June 24, 2010• Like

Abelardo A.Unfollow
AbelardoAbelardoAbelardoAbelardo A.A.A.A. Tous-Mulkay,Tous-Mulkay,Tous-Mulkay,Tous-Mulkay, P.E.I.P.E.I.P.E.I.P.E.I. • Carl, that is why we don't sell to Casinos... As for the
dishonest IT employee or stalker "case study", it also works (even probably more so) for the
dishonest security employee or stalker. Integrity in the use of corporate/institutional
Information is not a function of an individual's job description, nor is his/her personal integrity,
honesty, morals and ethics. You can find bad guys everywhere, even in Casino security
departments...
June 24, 2010• Like

Abelardo A.Unfollow
AbelardoAbelardoAbelardoAbelardo A.A.A.A. Tous-Mulkay,Tous-Mulkay,Tous-Mulkay,Tous-Mulkay, P.E.I.P.E.I.P.E.I.P.E.I. • Dave, the IT unit that consider themselves the owner of the
"data", aka information, is probably in its way of a mayor "corporate restructuring" (aka as
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layoffs). Now, they do "own" the infrastructure last time I looked. As for the duplicitous
solutions I'm all for it; increases your billings and feeds the humongous egos of security
cadres.
June 24, 2010• Like

CarlUnfollow
CarlCarlCarlCarl LindgrenLindgrenLindgrenLindgren • Egos? That's a very apropos comment.
June 24, 2010• Like

Follow Alan
AlanAlanAlanAlan PerrottPerrottPerrottPerrott • Having tried a variety of switches from Linksys up to Cisco Catalyst, our switch
of choice is the HP ProCurve range - typically the 2510 or similar for edge switches and the
3500 series for the core. The ProCurve series has a good range of switches, a very
comprehensive feature set, and is good value for money. In particular, it handles IGMP
multicasting better than most switches - including muchmore expensive Cisco switches - so
is particularly suited to IP video applications.
June 24, 2010• Like

Follow Gert
GertGertGertGert MolkensMolkensMolkensMolkens • There's another reason for separated networks and it has nothing to do with
technicality's. In bigger company's, security and IT are two different departements with
different responsables. Verry often they're not the best friends and hence they try to keep as
much of their respective systems under their own control. Security managers don't want to be
dependant on the IT departement since they feel like loosing control. IT guy's don't like video
over their network because they don't have it under control...
June 24, 2010• Like

CarlUnfollow
CarlCarlCarlCarl LindgrenLindgrenLindgrenLindgren • Gert, you said it. That is a common problem in Casino Surveillance. Not only is
there a lack of trust between us and IT, we don't even fall under the same general
management. IT is under casino administration while Surveillance is a Tribal Government
entity.

That brings up the conundrum where a regulatory agency is controlled, in part, by a regulated
agency.As I've said before, we can't have a department that we are watching have admin
authority over (and therefor access to) our domain. They would be able to access the streams,
disconnect or reprogram switches, etc.

This situation basically requires two separate (and separately managed) networks.

The HUGE downside to separation is that Surveillance either has to hire IT specialists (at far
more than technician pay), train in-house staff or hire contractors every time we need to add to
or change the system. Neither scenario is very appetizing.
June 24, 2010• Like

CarlUnfollow
CarlCarlCarlCarl LindgrenLindgrenLindgrenLindgren • I believe most CCTV integrators and installers are struggling with the same
issues and it works both ways. As stated before, IT people aren't trained in CCTV and CCTV
people aren't trained in IT. This causes major problems for entities in both fields.

There doesn't appear to be an easy solution for this and I believe it is a major reason why IP
CCTV hasn't grown as fast as it could. The only reasonable solution would be t make the
entire system plug and play.
June 24, 2010• Like

JohnJohnJohnJohn HonovichHonovichHonovichHonovich • The big downside of separate networks is restricted access to surveillance
video. Basically, you now have a closed circuit IP video system. I understand the need for
some applications and have seen a number of end users do this. However, it becomesmuch
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harder to watch video remotely even if it's just down the hallway.

There are ways to bridge or facilitate remote monitoring but it adds another layer of complexity.
I am curious to hear your thoughts about the importance of this constraint/downside?
June 24, 2010

Follow Rusty
RustyRustyRustyRusty CrockerCrockerCrockerCrocker • Prior to working for DVTel, I was a systems engineer for a large national
integrator, and installed over 20 large (over 100 cameras) IP based systems. Fully 90% of our
projects were high security installations in refineries, utilities and government facilities. All of
these facilities except one had fully isolated networks with no connection to the outside world,
or other networks. This was a strict requirement. Additionally, only one of these was governed
by the IT team. The remainder of the projects, the IT team didn't want to manage or maintain
these networks, mainly because they didn't understand them. In this case, it was determined
by all parties that we would use business class switches (Cisco 2960/3750) for their reliability
and warranty. In all cases except the one, our company had to install and program the network
switches for these projects. Coming from the CCTV world, this was a daunting task, but we
subcontracted a Cisco certified technician for the first project who trained us in the
programming of these devices and we learned enough to complete the remaining projects
with no further assistance. Any CCTV integrator that is going to enter this segment of the
market MUST either have an engineer with IT knowledge, or subcontract out to someone who
does.
June 24, 2010• Like

Follow Gert
GertGertGertGert MolkensMolkensMolkensMolkens • One of the biggest downsides of a completely separate system is not only that
you can't see it remotely but even so you can't service it remotely leading to much longer
repair times. Many issues are fixed in only 15 minutes bu if you first have to drive to the client
and back afterwards, that easily becomes half a day or more.
June 24, 2010• Like

Abelardo A.Unfollow
AbelardoAbelardoAbelardoAbelardo A.A.A.A. Tous-Mulkay,Tous-Mulkay,Tous-Mulkay,Tous-Mulkay, P.E.I.P.E.I.P.E.I.P.E.I. • Carl, you hit the nail in the head. The reason/problem starts
with the misnomer "IP CCTV". CCTV is NOT IP Video Surveillance. Far from it. If in the
customers eyes you start by creating a confusion of what you are actually selling, then it's
going to be very difficult to transition/evolution from a CCTV integrator (closed/propietary,
hardware-based, analog, wired information transport) to IP Video (open, software-based,
digital, hybrid information transport), not counting that you have to practically reinvent yourself.

IT people's DNA can understand bitrates, fps, VLAN's, IGMP, failovers, and distributed
processing. What they cannot understand is a "CCTV integrator" talking about homeruns,
hardware matrix, video baluns and coaxial cables. They're "alternate universes" and it will not
help their transition/evolution if the traditional CCTV players keep on using misnomers such
as "IP CCTV".

And you're absolutely right when you say there's no easy solution. Either CCTV integrators,
evolve, reinvent themselves, learn/acquire/buy IT knowledge-base, or I'm afraid they will
eventually suffer
June 24, 2010• Like
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JohnJohnJohnJohn HonovichHonovichHonovichHonovich • Gert - good point about servicing restrictions.

Rusty, I agree about the need for IT skills and I believe you about systems going on fully
isolated networks. However, It severely reduces the value proposition of IP to do this (both by
increasing cost and reducing functionality).
June 24, 2010

BobUnfollow
BobBobBobBob BelilesBelilesBelilesBeliles • Ok, so I am violating mymax of 3 comments to email or thread. But this is it for
me.

Acknowledged: people (vendors, dealers and customers) do things that are not always ideal
from every perspective, there are usually trade-offs.

If security video is never required to go outside the customer premises in the 12 and 50
camera scenarios, you do not need a WAN connection or a router. If, however, video does
need to go off-site, even infrequently or only during "slow" times, then we do get pulled into the
separate vs. shared issues.

To answer the question posed, if the objective is to keep things off the business (non-security)
network (lest we create a vulnerability for the security system or interfere with business
network traffic), but we use the same router / WAN (i.e. Internet) connection, we are not
achieving the objective.

The router that ties LANs together (if not using an L3 switch) that also serves as your
connection to the WANwill be the choke point. In fact, if one streams security video with any
frequency over that WAN connection, other (business) network traffic may suffer. If the
business happens to host their web server off the same connection, it would also mean that
their customers might have a poor experience on the business web page(s), as the security
video is consuming the vast majority of the WAN bandwidth.

So the security department / dealer will require the customer to either purchase anotherWAN
connection, router, and possibly a firewall, to truly keep it all separate, or use QoS (which
means that we or the IT person will have to mess with both business and security system
traffic, if network (WAN) congestion is or becomes an issue. A priority scheme, including the
possibility of dropping low priority traffic will need to be implemented. (So much for not
involving IT or avoiding the possibility of fouling up the business network).

From a security perspective, that common connection means a hacker could take either or
both security system and business systems down. Admittedly, if we are sharing the WAN with
the business network, we may not be able to lock down our system quite as tight as the
business applications may needmore / other logical network ports open (looser security).
Plenty of businesses can still manage this issue with no problem, but I don't want to gloss it
over.

To be fair, a separate WAN connection will still have vulnerabilities, but the hacker would have
to find the security system WAN connection as it would not be the same as the business
network connection. Of course, there is additional CAPEX and OPEX cost associated with
having to secure this 2nd and separate WAN connection.

The beauty of IP networking and sharing network resources is that every user can potentially
benefit by taking advantage of the (idle) resource when another group is not using it (or their
share of it). Thus, even if you do have to upgrade some network gear or get some additional
WAN bandwidth, it is still likely to be more cost-effective than having redundant resources that
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are not being fully utilized. A customer can save money on both hardware and operational
maintenance andmonthly recurring costs by having a single network versus multiple.
June 24, 2010• Like

CarlUnfollow
CarlCarlCarlCarl LindgrenLindgrenLindgrenLindgren • Abelardo,

Misnomer or not, a surveillance camera system that moves its signals on an IP network is far
more complex to install, manage and operate than an analog system. That complexity leads
to additional costs and headaches for all parties.
June 24, 2010• Like

JohnJohnJohnJohn HonovichHonovichHonovichHonovich • Abe, Carl, this is an important topic but let's keep general IP vs analog to a
separate discussion.
June 24, 2010

AntonyUnfollow
AntonyAntonyAntonyAntony LookLookLookLook • One approach is to establish a parallel network for video elements such as
cameras and video management systems. Then connect the 'video' network to the normal
'data' network higher up in the network hierarchy near to or in the high speed core itself. For
the most part the parallel video network will behave in an isolated fashion until remote client
access is initiated from clients on the regular network.

In larger deployments, i wouldn't recommend a 'mirror' of the data network - this would get
costly very quick. I would compensate by making longer fiber or Cat5 runs to a lesser number
of switches.

Multicast clients and cameras at remote sites over a public WAN can be facilitated via GRE
tunneling which supports multicast. You can even encrypt it by adding another layer of IPSec,
but overhead might become more of an issue.
June 24, 2010• Like

DarrenUnfollow
DarrenDarrenDarrenDarren LoherLoherLoherLoher • Parallel networks can be physically parallel or virtual, and are a good way to go
for managing and securing the Video network from the Data network. VoIP networks are
almost always built this way in medium and larger networks.

Back in the early 1990's when twisted pair cabling broke the data network into the telecom
network, and in the mid 2000's VoIP took that much further by replacing most telecom
switches with IP network devices. CCTV and IP has some similarities to the Telecom and IP
situation from 10 years ago. It will likely take 5-10 years before there is good integration
between IP surveillance devices and Corporate IT networks, both at a technology and
organizational level in many companies. There will be some places too, where integration
doesn't make sense.

But even when IP surveillance, VoIP and IT data networks are "integrated" the resulting
network installations are likely to still contain a layer of segmentation, much like VoIP and IP
Data networks do today. How segmented things are is going to be different based on the
customer's requirements.

I do have to agree with the comments regarding who has access to the Surveillance system. I
see this growing and IP networks being one of the enablers to help make it possible for many
people to access video that previously was too expensive or difficult to manage.
June 24, 2010• Like

Abelardo A.Unfollow
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AbelardoAbelardoAbelardoAbelardo A.A.A.A. Tous-Mulkay,Tous-Mulkay,Tous-Mulkay,Tous-Mulkay, P.E.I.P.E.I.P.E.I.P.E.I. • John, it seems that you stroke a cord here on a fascinating
subject with your very simple and direct question. You have dozens of excellent answers and
comments (most of them very thorough and deep), that attempt to address the issues and
problems of what my experience has showedme to be the core of the core of IP Video's
coming of age: the network. No robust, efficient, cost-effective and secure network, no IP
Video...

What I just don't understand is all the fuss with the IT guys allegedly "rejecting" IP Video.
Succinctly and ultimately, their job, as a service unit, boils down to processing, managing and
facilitating a secure corporate/institutional information flow to their “users/customers”:
accounting, customer service, manufacturing, et al, and yes, also security.

IP Video surveillance streamsARE corporate/institutional INFORMATION (granted, lots of it!),
with its own set of priorities, uses and users. What's the mystery? Now, if you try to bypass IT,
and like in the good old days of CCTV, deal only through the security guys (who are the users,
and should be ONLY the users of that information flow from now on), you are asking for
trouble.

IP Video surveillance streams are corporate/institutional information, and as such, WILL
HAVE to be transported over that same corporation/institution's network (parallel, shared,
isolated, layered, tunneled, whatever...). There's no way around it. Pretending and attempting
to have an alternate setup in the likes of a "secessionist network" run by the security people,
is an invitation for disaster.

My two cents for my esteemed colleagues, for whatever it's worth. Our company’s strategy is
to deal with this network “ownership” issue head-on, early in the game, by convincing (believe
me, not an easy job) the security unit that --from now on-- they are the USERS of that
corporate/institutional information, and that IT, a service unit, is the deliverer (equally tough).
Just like accounting, customer service andmanufacturing are the USERS of different sets of
information flows, and IT is the deliverer of them all.

Have we been successful with this approach?More wins than loses so far. I’ll even go further.
In the cases where we haven’t succeededwith that strategy and tactics, we have walked away
(hurtfully, from some terrific business!). Staying, at least in our experience, in dollar and cents
(not counting the aggravation and exposure to failure), is just not worth it.

With the ascent of IP Video, for better or for worse, whether they like it or not, security and IT
are joined at the hips...

Network engineering is the most important single issue of paramount significance today
facing the IP Video systems integrator. Master it (in-house or outsourced), and you’ll
command your destiny.
June 24, 2010• Like

CarlUnfollow
CarlCarlCarlCarl LindgrenLindgrenLindgrenLindgren • Abelardo,

Good luck convincing casinos, among others, to let the IT Department control the data
streams from cameras. Yes, Security (or in our case, Surveillance) should be the ONLY users
of the cameras' data but in many situations, they/we can't afford to let any entity outside of our
department have access to, or especially control of, those streams.

Think of the consequences. Suppose a dishonest IT employee wanted to rob our vault or
count room. It would be very simple to remotely shut off the streams from the cameras via any
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computer connected to the domain with the proper passwords. Or suppose someone in IT
wants to stalk another employee. Piece of cake.

I learned long ago that the most secure network is one with no connection to the outside world.
As an aside to that, the most secure network also has extremely limited access by only a
select few trusted employees.

That kind of data security is very do-able if both physical and network access to the domain is
severely restricted.

As an aside to this dfiscussion, but I believe extremely relevant:

The complexity of IP Video signal distribution and control is, I feel, one of its major drawbacks.
It should not be necessary to program network routing and switching for IP Video using
complex command languages requiring a high degree of training. This is, I feel, one area
where the HDcctv Alliance may have an edge.

The company who solves these problems with plug-and-play devices will likely own the field.
June 24, 2010• Like

DaveUnfollow
DaveDaveDaveDave NiewegNiewegNiewegNieweg • Even when security of the video data internally is not the primary issue as Carl
details, we often encounter internal political and operational issues as well in many
organizations.

It seems a goodmany corporate IT departments consider themselves the owners of all data
that travels over their networks as well as claiming ownership of the infrastructure itself. I
cannot tell you how many security departments in companies of all sizes (including Tier 1 )
use our systems to produce a redundant set of transactional and operational data ... just so
they can have access to it!! It makes zero sense from a cost point of view (or any other point
of view for that matter). But they do it because they cannot get access to the data. I've seen
Loss Prevention departments that have to wait weeks to get POS data for a case they are
working on and even then it is a subset of what they needed or requested.

Point is, corporate structures and how they function is not a simple mathematical model where
we can calculate ROI based on a simple set of common sense variables. Sometimes the best
ROI comes from building duplicitous solutions no matter how wasteful and ridiculous they
appear to someone on the outside looking in.

And to be honest, sometimes I think that is where some of the large IT firms trying to enter the
video market still are because they are failing to realize the real world variable with the highest
weight in the equation.

The human one.
June 24, 2010• Like

Abelardo A.Unfollow
AbelardoAbelardoAbelardoAbelardo A.A.A.A. Tous-Mulkay,Tous-Mulkay,Tous-Mulkay,Tous-Mulkay, P.E.I.P.E.I.P.E.I.P.E.I. • Carl, that is why we don't sell to Casinos... As for the
dishonest IT employee or stalker "case study", it also works (even probably more so) for the
dishonest security employee or stalker. Integrity in the use of corporate/institutional
Information is not a function of an individual's job description, nor is his/her personal integrity,
honesty, morals and ethics. You can find bad guys everywhere, even in Casino security
departments...
June 24, 2010• Like
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Abelardo A.Unfollow
AbelardoAbelardoAbelardoAbelardo A.A.A.A. Tous-Mulkay,Tous-Mulkay,Tous-Mulkay,Tous-Mulkay, P.E.I.P.E.I.P.E.I.P.E.I. • Dave, the IT unit that consider themselves the owner of the
"data", aka information, is probably in its way of a mayor "corporate restructuring" (aka as
layoffs). Now, they do "own" the infrastructure last time I looked. As for the duplicitous
solutions I'm all for it; increases your billings and feeds the humongous egos of security
cadres.
June 24, 2010• Like

CarlUnfollow
CarlCarlCarlCarl LindgrenLindgrenLindgrenLindgren • Egos? That's a very apropos comment.
June 24, 2010• Like

Follow Michael
MichaelMichaelMichaelMichael McArthurMcArthurMcArthurMcArthur • Rusty, you are dead on.

One of the major benefits of IP Video is the ability to send the same video to two locations
simultaneously (multicast). If you are thinking about unmanaged switches that don't have
IGMP, VLAN and QoS, you just need to buy a DVR. This is not something we, as IP video
experts, need to leave to the customers IT Dept. to decide. I have seen where a whole system
is brought to its knees because someone forgot to turn on multi-casting on just one device.

It's already been said, but I think it needs to be repeated for emphasis... On large systems, the
backplane speed (which is not always on the spec sheet) is of major importance. I know of
one vendor that has a 800 MB backplane on switch that can have 2 GB ports.

Because of the disperse nature of some IP Video systems, you need to make sure the switch
matches the environment it is going into. If it is being placed in an industrial or even just an
uncooled area, the temperature specs need to be 20-30 deg C higher than the expected high
temp to allow for internal heating. Also, in these types of environments, the switch needs to be
sealed with no fan (dust and electronics don't mix very well).
June 30, 2010• Like

Follow Frank
FrankFrankFrankFrank YehYehYehYeh • Most people would agree that different products are appropriate for different
scenarios and different requirements. However, the factors to be considered and then
compared against the requirements are typically:

Price/Performance
- Backplane and Forwarding Capacity
- Port types (Fiber vs copper, 10/100/1000/10Gb)

Features and Functionality
- multicast can be a huge advantage for IP Video if used properly
- VLANs are important if running video on common infrastructure with data

PoE Capacity
- already discussed in this thread

Reliability
- MTBF's and serviceability can be significant in TCO
- redundancy can be invaluable but expensive.

Ease of Use & Administration
- Depending on who will be running the network this can be a TCO killer
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Physical Characteristics
- Physical Footprint
- Power Consumption
- Coolling requirements

Once a minimum functionality and realiability requirement is met, price becomes the deciding
factor, but the physical characteristics are often overlooked. Depending on the expected life of
the equipment, power and cooling costs can add up to make a huge difference. With energy
costs trending upward, this is becoming a big factor.
July 1, 2010• Like

JohnJohnJohnJohn HonovichHonovichHonovichHonovich • No direct promotion of products. Comment by David has been deleted. If the
commenter wants to provide details or discussion on a manufacturer products, that is
welcome.Ads are not.
July 19, 2010

JohnJohnJohnJohn HonovichHonovichHonovichHonovich • For those interested in more on network switches, we just released a training
on using enterprise switches (using the Catalyst with Cisco
IOS):http://ipvideomarket.info/report/training_on_cisco_catalyst_ios_configuration It features
80 minutes of video demonstrations and explanations

A significant part of this discussion has been between budget and enterprise VMS systems.
Enterprise VMS systems demandmore extensive skill sets and one often not possessed by
the surveillance/ physical security system specialist. Please let us know if you have feedback
or comments on this.
September 7, 2010

MichaelUnfollow
MichaelMichaelMichaelMichael MillerMillerMillerMiller • For our smaller Megapixel systems 12 and under we have been using Netgear
POE switches without any problems. I have systems running for 2+ years without any issues
and like Ethan said if I would be quoting $3000 switches we would not be getting the jobs.
October 30, 2010• Like

ZebedeoUnfollow
ZebedeoZebedeoZebedeoZebedeo PePePePeññññaaaa • I have used Cisco for years from the 4500 series on down to the 2900 series
for IP video and they have never let me down. For smaller installations requiring POE I have
usedMoxa and Korenix both of which I like for varying reasons and although I have
appreciated the Korenix flexibility and use of the 803.2at standard the warranty Moxa puts on
their products is the best I have ever seen. I really comes down to as others have pointed out
what is really needed with regards to Multicast routing and the layer 3 support that is needed
at the site.

I have never had the opportunity in a casino environment to work with IT as the barrier
between them and Surveillance has been to great and integrators or myself as a manufacturer
have always serviced what was ever needed on the switches. Assuming most POE HD
cameras are going over table games I always attempt to get them back to a closet where I
can use a Cisco switch like the new 3750 X series as it is stackable for growth and supports a
10GB trunk port for uplink to the core switch as the deployment increases. Now that they
support dual power ports so the RPS units are not needed they are tough to beat for an
expanding environment.
November 1, 2010• Like
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DaveUnfollow
DaveDaveDaveDave NiewegNiewegNiewegNieweg • A couple of comments based on what we have seen happening in the field
recently.

As always our recommendation is to create a subnet for the video LAN with a router between
the corporate network and the video LAN.

On the video subnet is the switch all the IP cameras are connected to. Without a doubt, simple
unmanaged switches in this application work, and create far fewer headaches for all involved.
Every time a managed switch comes into the picture the cost increases at least ten-fold not
only for the equipment, but for the high-priced labor required to get everything working. There
is no good reason I can see for a layer-2 or layer-3 switch on the video subnet and I have yet
to find an instance where some buried "management" feature of the switch isn't causing some
type of problem on the subnet .. from blocking traffic to translating sender IP to whatever.

As for switch speed remember that it really is quite simple math as long as you have the
backplane throughput. In 99% of your installations each individual camera is probably
between 1-10 mbps meaning and individual 100 mbps port is not slowing down your video.
You will still need a 1000 mbps (1 gbps) WAN port however as you may occasionally (or quite
frequently) exceed 100 mbps in aggregate.

Less expensive and less complicated wins in my opinion.
November 1, 2010• Like

ZebedeoUnfollow
ZebedeoZebedeoZebedeoZebedeo PePePePeññññaaaa • As mentioned above the "router on a stick" design of using a layer 2 switch
and a router off one of the ports can be used quite effectively when the amount of data being
passed cannot over load the stick in the scenario but in video applications that is all to often
the case.

To effectively deliver encoded IP video to not only the primary recording NVR/DVRs but also
the clients in the most efficient method possible multicasting must be used and in turn VLANs
created requiring inter-vlan routing and PIM utilizing a higher end layer 3 switch. Now this is all
based on enterprise requirements as smaller sub 48 camera systems can get away with a lot
of things that larger systems that start requiring more switches cannot. As HD IP cameras get
into the mix and we start seeing different encoding methodologies used for different ends it
becomesmore important.

The ability to broadcast "Live" MJpeg video with the lowest latency and record H.264 or
Mpeg4 for the best storage return is something only possible with a network that is designed
to control the video broadcast and multicast it when required and this is something not
possible using layer 2 gear and relying on IGMP Snooping to do all the work.
November 1, 2010• Like

DaveUnfollow
DaveDaveDaveDave NiewegNiewegNiewegNieweg • By the way - I did not mean to include Layer-2 as not required. Layer-3 in my
opinion for most installations are problematic simply due to complexity and simply not needed
in many, if not most, mainstream applications. I happen to agree that the whole world changes
somewhere above 80-100 IP cameras or so on a single network, or where you have more
than say 10 - 20 people remote viewing (at the same time) but as IP is going mainstream this
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is simply not the case for 90%+ of installations. And the problem is further compounded by the
fact that these "small" installations with only say 40-80 IP cameras and a handful of remote
viewers are reading this stuff and thinking they need Layer-3 expensive switches. As a result
of what you say here, they buy them, have no one to manage them, and then get a bit pissed
after paying 2-3 days fee for someone to come in and get their video subnet passing simple
video. Passing simple video that an unmanaged switch would have easily done at a fraction of
the cost.

It is important to remember that IP video is being used EVERYWHERE now, by almost
EVERYONE and we really need to differentiate between a C-Store with 50 cameras and say a
City Center / Gov type of installation for the advice to be useful.
November 1, 2010• Like

CarlUnfollow
CarlCarlCarlCarl LindgrenLindgrenLindgrenLindgren •@Zeb: your experience with casinos makes you uniquely qualified to answer a
question that has been bugging me for a while and has been discussed numerous times in
numerous forums for different applications: managed vs. unmanaged switching.

With your casino experience, you are aware of the constant state of flux our cameras are in.
In such a situation, unmanaged switching appears to allow IP camera installation by lesser-
trained technicians. The use of managed switching would require on-site VLAN programming;
either by someone within the organization or by an on-call network programmer. Neither
option is desirable.

Would a hybrid solution offer any benefit - unmanaged switching on the edge andmanaged
switching at the core, or would it be more effective to purchase plenty of excess pre-
programmedmanaged switch capacity in the beginning and addmanaged switching capacity
only as needed?

Are there other options?
November 2, 2010• Like

ZebedeoUnfollow
ZebedeoZebedeoZebedeoZebedeo PePePePeññññaaaa • Carl I appreciate the vote of confidence and in my opinion you can have both
within reason if proper planning and forethought are provided for prior to installation.

For example you could use smaller unmanned switches at the edge to deliver your POE from
sayMoxa or Korenix or even Cisco but unmanaged by the former two IMHO are better. Then
through a fiber run trunk these back to a managed core switch to do the layer 3 heavy lifting.
Now this is just a "router on a stick" but as the small unmanaged switches only allow you few
ports the "stick" will suffice nicely.

Now lets say the closet is for table games where you know that today you only want to add 10
cameras but you want to do so every 4-12 months in this location for a total outlay eventually
of say 60-75 IP probably HD cameras per closet. I would suggest either starting with a Cisco
stackable, managed 24 or 48 port switch that allows a 1GB fiber uplink which through the use
of an X2 port could go to a 10GB uplink. Have the switch configured with your eventual traffic
in mind so that 8 to 16 of the ports, as dictated by your VMS application, are already assigned
and configured into VLANs for traffic even though traffic may not be present on them. Most of
the multicast configuration is on per switch basis with the exception of the PIM type which can
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also be pre configured so not really of bother to the end user.

I say stackable because as you crest over either 24 or 48 cameras, based on which switch
you first invest in, you do not need another fiber run for this switch rather you just stack
another switch below this one and use the shared backplane. Also as your bandwidth
increases you can change your 1GB SFP for a 10GB X2 connector and still utilize the same
strands of fiber. All of this would require very few repeat configuration visits for the incremental
addition of cameras and allow your staff to add IP cameras to your system given they have
capabilities to do this via the VMS application.

Cisco also has some configuration tools that provide a GUI for configuring VLANs that are
quite easy to use given the base configuration of the switch is properly done but if you are
paying to have the switch configured it is simply a few more commands to get it partitioned out
completely the way you want for future growth.

As I know you have seen Carl too many times things are just done to suit the needs of today
rather than spending a little more to allow for the needs later in the week to be addressed in
the simplest way possible and I have heard this many times where customers are not happy
that someone has to come back out to do a high level piece of work and trust me it is not a win
for anyone as it cost the consultant/vendor as much usually as it does the end user/customer.
November 2, 2010• Like

Follow Steven
StevenStevenStevenSteven FrankFrankFrankFrank • hi all - this is a great discussion, I'd like to post a scenario that I think this group
may be able to talk to (I will need to be a little vague about the parties involved). I'm involved
(well, me and my company's product) in a project for a city that wants to deploy a IP camera
solution in their transport system. Currently, they are using our fiber optic media converters to
do point to point connections out at the edge, bringing the connection back to media
converters in a room and dropping that fiber off to a Cisco L2 switch. This current design
works - albeit messy and to me, not efficient.

I have recommended to the consultant and integrator switch(s) out at the edge (where the
cameras are), but it was stated that the City did not want to drop another switch in front of the
Cisco; the recommendation was to resolve two main areas - network design (a switch is
cleaner than a bunch of media converters) and management of both the edge devices as well
as allow for better video management (VLAN's, IGMP, etc.).

The question I have - does this appear to be a political issue (the Cisco device is expensive,
perhaps they don't want to under-utilize the ports on the Cisco), a technical issue (adding
another layer of management can create a more complex system - but it was stated at the
beginning they wanted multi-cast, as well as the ability to remote manage all devices in this
network), or perhaps a combination of the above or some other factor I haven;t considered?

Selling media converters into this system will make me more money, but I 'm not too
concerned about that; I think this applies to Zeb's discussion on managed versus unmanaged
systems. I want them to consider the most cost-effective and efficient solution, and do feel that
our recommendation fits that bill but also do not want to create any bad feelings from the
involved parties. Any feedback appreciated!
November 2, 2010• Like
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ZebedeoUnfollow
ZebedeoZebedeoZebedeoZebedeo PePePePeññññaaaa • Steven all good points and you are showing true grit in taking your end users
point of view and helping them reach a better place! First off the real question is what
advantage would having a managed switch at the edge? In a city placement with
environmental considerations Cisco unfortunately is not as great a bet as Moxa or Korenix
would be better which limits your manageability throughout your fabric. (As a side note there is
a very good comparison of hardened POE switches at ipvideomarket.info that may help you
make recommendations as well.)

Manageability versus active monitoring is a point to be considered because you could use
SNMP to accomplishmost of this utilizing a third party application such as Whats Up Gold or
SNMPc which may be most of what you need assuming configurations at the edge don't
change often.

Given you stated your core switch is a Layer 2 switch there is not much to really manage there
and you could stick less expensive layer 2 unmanaged switches at the edge and using your
fiber converters back haul each switch trunk to a layer 3 switch port such as a Cisco and use
the free web gui to manage the cisco switch and an SNMP package to monitor the whole
fabric. Using layer 2 currently the most they are using is IGMP Snooping which is highly
inefficient but if it gets the job done so be it and quite possibly the best design is the one you
have already done which sounds like you are home running everything to each camera using
fiber and then putting your converters on it.

I dont think it is a political issue from what I read but rather a knowledge issue as there is
nothing sacred about a layer 2 cisco switch! I believe that if you explain or demonstrate to
them the efficiency of intelligence at the core throughmulitcasting they may begin to
understand. Mulitcasting is often easier to understand once seen rather than spoken to so
maybe you can demonstrate the benefits in your lab or another customers site so as to give
credence to what you are telling them.

Really that is a good design if it meets needed criteria as long as you have intelligence at the
core switch to do the Mulitcasting heavy lifting. I have done some stuff with WiMax mesh as
well where some of these same issues have stoppedme dead in my tracks to re-evaluate only
to realize the environment really dictated this was the only design option available. But to be
honest my bias is always for intelligence at the core especially in a distributed design and
using multicasting whenever possible as it has never let me down. Hope it helps!
November 2, 2010• Like

Follow Steven
StevenStevenStevenSteven FrankFrankFrankFrank • Zeb - thanks for your feedback! You made a point earlier about putting in the
best possible design on the front end to help mitigate issues that arise with scaling on the
back end (at least that was the way I took it). From a networking standpoint, regardless of
what is attached to your network - it's been my philosophy to design (although I'm not a
designer, just a sales puke) with maximum efficiency from the start. In this case, both physical
layout and efficiency seem to be a better choice than MC's.

I did recommend unmanaged switches as well at the edge, but the City insisted on not having
anything in front of that Cisco - not sure if it's a "fear"/knowledge issue or political (in my
experience, when talking about other vendor solutions other than Cisco in some Cisco
networks than the world seems to turn upside down - the irony is that my integrator is
advocating on my behalf as well and HE provided the Cisco equipment). A peer of mine
indicated they may have issues with Cisco devices talking to other devices - this seems
unlikely though.
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What I didn't want to do was an end aroundmy partners and go educate the source directly
(which may exasperate the "political" possibility). Thank you again for the feedback,
understanding perspective helps all of us consider what is required versus what is desired.
November 2, 2010• Like

ZebedeoUnfollow
ZebedeoZebedeoZebedeoZebedeo PePePePeññññaaaa • No worries Steven! In the example where I was advocating managed at the
edge was relative to an IDF closet in a casino for their table game cameras as these fall in line
behind count room and cage shots in priority and so in this instance intelligence spent on
something that considered more valuable than most shots in a casino is a good thing.

Thanks for pointing that out as I do forget sometimes that not every one does casino work or
understands the priority level of the camera assets. As far as putting another switch in front of
the cisco it doesnt make that much sense to me as to why not if the camera aggregation by
design supports it because you will be coming back on a trunk link which by definition Cisco
supports both ISL and 802.1q which is the standard and all switches should support so as far
as the data is concerned in the trunk it makes no difference.
November 2, 2010• Like

Follow Jim
JimJimJimJim WagnerWagnerWagnerWagner • Mymain switch is a Cisco 3750 10/100 48 port Multilayer POE switch. It has all
the bells and whistles and a bit pricey. It's as bullet proof as you can get with the proper
settings.

I may have missed it but a switch should have the proper security protocals if you have
outside cameras. It has the same risk as sticking an open network cable/port in public space.
November 18, 2010• Like

Follow Eric
EricEricEricEric WortsWortsWortsWorts • I'm looking at the E2520 Switches in the HP Procurve Lineup.

http://h10010.www1.hp.com/wwpc/us/en/sm/WF05a/12883-12883-4172267-4172301-
4172277-4063679.html

Throughput is good. HP brand name. POE and POE GbE ports. Fiber uplinks. Layer 2
manageability. Under $1000. Yummy!

The 24 port switches are rated at 195W for POE. IP cameras are generally 7-9W. Loading up
24 cameras to a switch puts us dangerously close to the max power value. Do you see any
danger in doing that?
11 months ago• Like

Follow Jonghun
JonghunJonghunJonghunJonghun KIMKIMKIMKIM • The most important thing is how to optimize the network bandwidth.In case of
10-20 camera application, there is no big difference among switch vendors in performance.
11 months ago• Like

Follow BK
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BKBKBKBK YeohYeohYeohYeoh • Interesting topic... my personal thought would be case to case basic. It really
brought down to what is the quantitly of the cameras. For a site of 1,000+ cams, obviously you
would need a L3 manage switches rather then a L2 switch. But looking what John had quoted
with 60+ cams, a L2 switches would be good to go. We have used quite a number of L3
switches namely Cisco, HP, 3COM, Force10 and not forgetting Juniper. If you are looking at
the performaces of Cisco switches but budget constrain, then Juniper is the one.
11 months ago• Like

Follow Rusty
RustyRustyRustyRusty CrockerCrockerCrockerCrocker •@Eric - Have you read the entire thread? If you go back about 6 months you
see that it was mentioned that one of the current issues with switch manufacturers is that they
are short-changing us on POE power. For example, several 24-port POE switches that can
handle 24 Class 3 cameras cannot handle 48 Class 3 cameras on the exact same 48-port
model. When calculating power drawn by a camera, you need to add 15% - 20% for line loss.
Therefore, your 9W camera is actually a 10.5W camera, and you can only power 18 of these
from your 24-port switch. Don't forget to do the math.
11 months ago• Like

Follow Eric
EricEricEricEric WortsWortsWortsWorts • Thanks Rusty!
11 months ago• Like

Follow Wael
WaelWaelWaelWael LahoudLahoudLahoudLahoud • Hi John and everyone on this Blog, this is an extremely intersting topic that I get
asked about almost Daily.. From my humble experience working with IPCCTV projects in the
Middle east region, scaling from SOHO to Airport scale Projects I would add on Jacobs
comments and others to summarize the requirements as follows:

1-Gather CCTV Requirements, chose the Cameras, BW on each Camera and # of
streams/Users( Viewing, Recording, Unicast, multicast....)
2-Understand the Architecture of the VMS and accordingly layout the design, calculate the
BW on EACH PATH/Link from the Camera to the End User/recorder/server/REMOTE
LOCATIONs ie: VPN, Routing....

3-Once the Above Data is Gathered you can determine the following BASIC Minimum
requirements for the edge/distribution/core switch to have a Functional useful Network for
your IP CCTV Solution you are providing

Section-A:

a-# of ports,Type, Speed of the port (for NVRs you might require full non-blocking 1Gbps
ports..)
b-Minimum Switching capacity of the Switch/Backplane for the Proposed Solution + taking
into COnsideration Future Expansion!
c-redundancy Features of the swtich if Required as part of the intial captured requirements
from the End user (How Much Downtown can they afford??? and how much would it cost them?

d-#of POE ports andWhat's the MaximumWattage the Edge Switch can Provide (as not all
24 port POE switches can support Full POE on all Ports!) (John's comments on POE to be
added)
e-MUlticast Support -Muticast Group Support to avoid flooding ;) .. ,mutlicast Querier support,
each multicast routing protocol use different method for determinig the support
querier...(Bryan Neff comments to be considered here for all Switched Edge/Distribution/Core)
h-If the network is extended to WAN/MAN... routing considerations and type of link/connection
on the Layer 3 switch.. In most of the Scenarios I have seen In Large Projects (1000 IP Cams
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+ .. it's mostly the Core Switch + routers)
g-Location of the Switch?Will there be Any Enviromental Requirements from the Switch ?
Outdoor ? temperature Requirements?Rugged? or simply installed in a nice Server Room or
Data Center?
i-Truncking Support for Uplinks / NVR's..
11 months ago• Like

Follow Wael
WaelWaelWaelWael LahoudLahoudLahoudLahoud • Once the Above basics are determined for the System you are offering, then
you can also consult with the end user IT department for their comments, standards,
requirements and most importantly confort them that it doesn't require rocket science to make
Multicast work! and reduce the Stress on the network:

Section-B:

A-Any Other Applications running on the same network? Ex: in Hotels where you have IPTV,
IP Phones, IPCCTV, Internet, Hotel Billing applications runnig on the same network!..these
will require additional features from your switches especially the core switch (QOS, Layer 7
switching?, VLAN's, VLAN Tagging....... )

VLANs Can also be specified in Section-AAbove if Required! but not Neccesarly!

B-Network Management Monitoring support or Enterprise network management Support.
C-Tamper Detection Features...
D-Mac address Filtering.. AccessLists...
E-Device Brand & an important point to mention is the Network Vendor Support for the Active
devices! especially for large Scale critical Projects.
F-MTBF for the Switch?

After the above is gathered you can check the vendors & Switch cost! But unfortunately as
others mentioned on this blog that it doesn't happen this way and in most cases the brand and
switch is chosen without taking most of the above points into consideration

Back to your Questions John:

1- for 12 Camera Projects most seen from my previous Experience 3com Layer 2 unmanaged,
Netgear layer 2/3 SMB unmanaged, Linksys layer 2/3 SMB unmanaged).( for Dedicated
IPCCTV Networks)
2- for 50 Camera Projects most seen from my Experience 3com layer2/3 medium range,
Netgear SMB, linksys SMB Mostly managed Switches (These are for Dedicated IPCCTV
Networks ie: nothing else is connected on this network)

3- for 12 -50 Cameras in Enterprises on already existing networks (Previously Nortel & 3Com,
today Cisco SMB products All managed)

4- for 100--2000+ ( previously Nortel today cisco ENTERPRISE Products ONLY! ofcourse
managed)

for a 12-50 Cam simple project mostly seen these two models from Linkys/Cisco:
SRW248G4P & SRW248G4 but that doesn't mean that they fulfill the requirements above!
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for 1000+ cams you will see the Cisco Catalyst 6500 Series core on a multi app network, if
you are having High Res Video..
11 months ago• Like

Follow Paresh
PareshPareshPareshParesh DesaiDesaiDesaiDesai • I recommendHP switches. Lifetime warranty and less expensive than Cisco.
Multicasting support offcourse, VLAN, etc. As a VAR we sell all brands but I discovered HP
switches few years ago. This is when even HP was not promoting its own switches because of
its relationship with Cisco. Now that they are competitors they are paying more attention to its
networking division.
11 months ago• Like

Follow Suresh
SureshSureshSureshSuresh SalianSalianSalianSalian • John

I will create 5 VLans to separate the network on switch out of which 1VLan will be for small
office and 4 VLANs separated on each floor. if there is no existing router then I would have
Layer 3 which is a router to performing as a switch.

Based on your question, What switches should be used for IP Video Surveillance?
Well, a switch is a circuit breaker, which is responsible for filtering and sending frames and it
works on Data link layer, so basically you are asking for connections to be established on
every single port, if you can please describe more on the existing network.
11 months ago• Like

RichardUnfollow
RichardRichardRichardRichard RamsowrRamsowrRamsowrRamsowr • Evening All

My brand X of choose remains Korenix Technology. They offer a full line of industrial grade
products in a cost effective price list. I'm able to match up all of my switching needs from A TO
Z. I also prefer a exclusive security network with full redundancy, after all we're designing for
security and 24/7 usage.
11 months ago• Like

FollowAdrian
AdrianAdrianAdrianAdrian TanTanTanTan • I believe, in the process to determine the "best" switch, one would need to
address some fundamental questions. Essentially, the switch to pick is directly related to the
amount of traffic flowing through the switch. Then there is the important aspect to understand
if the equipment deployed requires multicast support. Add on to that, if there is a requirement
for network redundancy, PoE support and etc. Without such understanding, even a small
system will have the propensity to go awry.

What I would go about doing would be to first decide on the cameras and other system
components to use (to determine the requirements of the video streams), plot out the exact
physical connections, go through a traffic flow analysis as well as the network requirement
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analysis based on the previously accomplished steps before finally arriving at the switch of
choice.

To answer the question from John:
16 Cameras assuming a 80% SD Camera and 20% HD camera mix each at best resolution
with full frame rate, with unicast recording and live viewing to a single NVR and single client
workstation with no remote access (i.e Internet viewing) and no PoE requirements - a mid-tier
unmanaged L2 switch would do. Allied Telesis GS900/24 for example would be a reasonable
fit at a good price point.

50 Cameras distributed across 4 Storeys assuming the same 80% SD and 20% HDmix each
at best resolution with full frame rate, with multicast live view and unicast recording on a small
pool of centralized NVR with 2 client workstations with network redundancy but no remote
access and no PoE requirements - perhaps a managed L2+ switch such as the AT-9000
series for edge connection to the cameras with IGMP snooping support, STP and LACP for
uplink and L2 redundancy alongside a L3 switch such as the Juniper EX3200 should fit quite
nicely as the core with the client stations and the NVR pool connected to the core.

I am oversimplifying things a little bit here but that is more or less the thought process.
10 months ago• Like

Follow Daren
DarenDarenDarenDaren DulacDulacDulacDulac • As a network switch vendor I can speak to many of the points of interest which
are not always considered when making the switch investment. I would strongly re-emphasize
the points Wael made earlier in this thread (Points A-F) and considerations for this thread in
the scenarios for 50 camera deployments and larger. Often times when introducing a switch
without the proper due-diligence, you’ll find the most frustrating events during install and
operation. How come when I call for switch product support it takes 30 minutes to get
someone who knows what they’re talking about and not reading from the manual I just read!
How do I ensure secure connectivity of the IP Camera (i.e. I need insurance someone isn’t
plugging in a rogue IP camera or other non supported IP device!). How do I prevent
unsupported protocols or bad traffic on my IP network? How do I troubleshoot a “misbehaving”
IP camera and quickly identify its location to ensure someone isn’t tampering with my IP
Camera?How do I know my network switch is going to elegantly handle all the requirements
of IP video from edge to core (Multicast, Unicast, network congestion avoidance, QoS,
storage)? These are all questions when answered appropriately will save you time andmoney!
I strongly advise asking the switch vendor to conduct a proof of concept as part of your
evaluation criteria. This is where the rubber meets the road and those switch vendors who are
serious about supporting your requirements (both financial – like lifetime warranty on switches,
and technical) will step up and show their wares. All too often, the switch vendors try and
separate themselves from working closely with the SI and customers to solve real world
problems in the IP video networking space. Make sure you feel confident that the switch
vendor is going to help you through this process. If they are not being of value to you and your
project, why would you spend your money with them?We’ve completed some very large IP
camera network deployments (1000-3000+) that would not have been successful for the
customer if it wasn’t for the SI, network switch vendor (Enterasys), camera manufacturer and
storage vendor all working closely to ensure a successful implementation.
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